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BOYLE SUBMITS;
SEEKS LICENSE
Two More Fine.4 Assessed in
Pollee Court.
Chief Coiling Investigating Story
That Love Wan Iteireeed in .
lentist file.
- -
INTENDS TO HAVE WITNESS
With $200 In fines .and- the cost.
hares-tee over him, attorneys' for
Hugh Boyle, salouttkeeDer at Fourth
street and Kentucky avenue, gave in
this morning and said they wetted
make application for a new license
before the board of counellerten to-
eight. In the meantime, Boyle has
closed up bits place and his attorneys
said -they iventWk pay the fine after
they bad seen what the board of
councilmen will do tonight with the
application. No intimation was given
out as to the course to be pursued.
in case the council refuses the lie-
Cu b*.
Boyle was fined ;CAI for Sunday
selling, appeseed, applied ler injunc-
eon and applied for Writ of prehile-
nun. The caws went to the circuit
court and one clear to the court of
appeale and other points at issue are
pending. _ _
Ma yen- Teeter revoked •—itie -ffeeestaa
- and tied IMF ItYlaelliedildan -Tianenficr
selling without a license, because
Beeiteonea-
kept open. It was Ms pro.-eeding
that caused the net:tip:icily of suits.
Two warrante were sworn out under
an ordinance declared Invalid, and at
a special minion the ganeral council
amended the ordinance and three
more warrants were sworn odt.
Judge Cross vacated the bench on
request of the defense, and Judge E.
H. Puryear -was substituted. He
fined Boyle $100. Two more cares
came up in the pollee court this
morning with Special Judge W. F.
Bradehant, Jr., on the bench- By
agreement Boyle accepted a fine of
$20 in each ease.
It Is' beltevi;r1 in Mime Ituartere that
the attitude of councilmen id the
tatter has been aseertainea while
others think the council iII support
the mayor, and decline to renew the
license, except on the mayor's recom-
mendation. The mayor stated this
morning that he had net been re-
(pleated to make any recommenda-
tion in the matter.
WEATHER FORELIAST,
--.FLIHJ.,
Fele tonight and Tuetelny. Highest
temperature yeeteolay, 152; lowest.
71.
SECOND SECTION OF
TRAIN STRIKES FIRST
Collision at Union Station
Damages Coach But Hurts
No One.
With a crab% that sent* sleeping
paeseeeters front. their berths and
!Sled them in a heap at the tar end
oi.-thir-eirf:Th-e-leearsd-IWiiToli -of fait
passenger train, No, 104, from dilem-
BROTHERS MAY RUN I
FOR LEGISLATURE
Situation in Livingston—Crit-
tenden District.
(:raves County Deputy Sheriff Cate
lures l'uttitite Charged With
Old Murder.
!Unit OE WILLIAM GUTTON.
Marion,w1(y., Aug. 19.--(Special)
—Voters of - the' Livingston-Critten-
den district may have to make a
choice for legislator between brothers
living in the same county. The Dem-
ocrats have already nominated Thom-
as Paris, Of Livingeton. a recent con-
vert from Republicanism, and the Re-
publicans are talking of Darning MS
brother, W. F. Paris, of the game
county, who has remained true to the
faoh. This will be, perhaps, the first
time Thomas Paris has ever voted the
Democratic ticket. Albert Butler 114
also mentioned by the Republicans,
eho will name somebody from Liv-
ingston county, where the fight is go-
ing to be, and have fine prospects of
electing the representatives. The
committee meeting did not material-
le here Saturday on account of a
storm, which kept the Livingston
county MeMbers away_ Another date
beeeet, -were arrangements -w4i4
be made to nominate a legislative
candidate.
TO BE DECIDED.
Uncle Sa-n has filled he pipe voth p•ac• tobacco, butt wul t
he world smoke it.
—Morris in Spokesman RevAo.
Love Got Out Free.
lempty banded Detecive Will Bak
er
returned from Louisville Sunday
morning, Will Love, whom he had
gone after, having escaped throug
h
an alleged technical defect in 
the
attachment. He Immediaely went
across the river to Jeffersonville
.
intl. "We failed, to get Love," s
tated
Chief Collins. "Baker caught him al
l
right and took Mm before the night
captain of police in Louisville, who
said that the attachment was technie
-
ally wrong and refused to hold
Love." Love Is wanted here as a
witness against Hugh Boyle for sell-
leg liquor on Sunday., He was rec-
ognized in the sum of $100 to appear
against the saloonkeeper, bet left
It is said, local parties have offered
to pay Love', bond if 'he is allowed
to go.
Chief of Police Collins said he will
investigete the story about the night
--ehtef at Isouleville settlugarteve free
on eterhnicality and would continue
the effort to bring the young man
back here.
DECOMPOSED _BODY FOUND;
• 4
• Leaning Over Hatt in Attitutte of
Drinking.
Celumbla, Miss., Aug 19. -A de-
composed body, stooping over the
• edge of a raft of logs in Pearl river,
in tite attitude of drinking, discover-
ed by. parties today, revealed the Mg
Poly of the watermelon thief. The
farmers have suffered so much from
the depredations of melon th:eves
tbaa they have been putting strych-
nine in melons with a view of break-
ing up the community ideas possess-
ed by some people. The discovery of
the victim on the river bank will
have a w,holesoine effect. He was a
eolith of 46 or 17 yoars, but his Lien-
tity Is unknown. After eating the
melon hd evidently went to the river
to drink, and died In the act. The
attitude in winch the body -was found
made it a most grewsome spectacle.
Revival at Sharp.
Sharp, Ky Aug. 19.--(Speciall--
The Rev.?, 3: Owen began a sloven-
ful revival at the Methodist church
here yesterday.and five converts were
secured, The meeting is to continue
a week and interest is running high.
Excellent autieencee are at eyery ser-
vice. - •
New Sanitary Inspector.
eleaitte Gaiter -Greevew -hew-
ed James Stnith, of Sixth and /CAA
-
heth streets, sanitary inspector to
seemed the late J. M. Moiler, wh
o
died this morning at tils home
 on
Broad street.
end of the first Section, at 1:2-5
oOlock Sunday morning at the Union
station here. The accident was due
to the fog, the engineer on the second
section not being able to see the rear
of the waiting first secCon. The
fret section of No. 104 ,was pulled by
engine, No. 1031, Engineer Grogan
and Conductor Hazelwood. The sec-
ond section was pulled by engine.
No. 2002, Engineer Wicke and Con-
ductor Flack. They were running
several minutes apart and the first
section reached Paducah on aehedule
time and laid the usual short time.
In rounding the curse Etagaiseer
Wicks failed to see the rear lights
on the standing train because of fog
and the trash came. Engine, No
ree2, suffered a broken headlight and
slightly bent bead end. The coach
struck was shattered in the rear and
the back trucks stored hall way un-
der the coach. It was sent out here
for repairs. No one was Injured.
AN ARREST IS MADE
IN TRANSFER CASE
Charged with illegally using trans-
fer slips, the property of the Padu-
cah traction company, Will Bradford,
a former employe of the corupsay,
will be tried title afternoon at 3
o'clock by Magistrate C. W. Emery.
Bradford had been out of the city.
In the meantime over 200 slips,
which had ben.punched with a nail,
were passed-on conductors. Through
strategy it was learned Bradford had
several books of slips, and he was
summoned to appear for trial. las,
had heretofore borne a good repute-.
don.
TEACHERS GRANTED
' COUNTY CERTIFICATES
—Three applieserre for county teach-
ers' certificates examined Friday and
Saturday last, were granted centre
catea this morning, their work having
been satisfactory. They are Byron
Kirkpatrick, Grahamville; Eddie Fin-
ley and Miss Lizzie Lee, of Calvert
City. They all have schools. •
This morning the 'Arcadia school in
the Wallace park oeighborhood open-
ed. County Superintendent S. J. Bill-
ington stated that he had supplied
teachers for all echoolte except one
the Lee school in the northwest por-
tion of the county.
GLASS PLANT STARTS
MONDAY., AUGUST 26
The new glass factory, managed by
Harry M. Finley: will start up on or
about August 26 with 30 hands. The
factory has been delayed by con-
struction of bridge Mid tracit'across
Island creek into the company's prop-
erty, by the N., C. k St L.
Mr. Finley states that nal has a
large amount el business airearry
bbok,ed. Md1111411lie eolith to keep
the factory runntbg full force for
is great doeL more in
sight. The operation of a glass
plant is most interesting and Mr. Fin-
ley, invites the public to pay a visit to
tbe Noon on Meyers street, Me-.
ebitniesb r g
he county committee elected J. A.
Davidson, as candidate for assessor
to fill the unexpired term of the late
Anthony Davidson, his son.
-
Harry Blake Captured.
Mayeeld, Ky, Aug. 19.--03peciall
—Deputy Sheriff John Galloway
earned the reward of $250 offered
for the capture of Harry Blake, col-
ored, charged with the murder of
Rattle Lee Boatwright, colored, Oc-
tober 6, 11)05. Blake and the woman
quarreled and she was killed. The
grand jury indicted Blake and a re-
ward of $200 was offered by the Mate
and $5“ 1111-private parties. It is be
-
lieved the fugitive has been hiding
in the vIcinity of May-field most of
the time since the kileng. He was
caught Saturday night.
The body of Will Gutton 18 years
old, was brought beck' today from
Aroona, where he was killed by fall-
ing down the chute of a copper mine
.
He was a native of this county and
had been gone five months.
County- court is tn special session
today, to take action on the road 
tax
Injunction.
Benton School Opens.
Benton, Ky., Aug. 19, (Special.)—
The Benton graded sehoOl opened
this morning with an attendance o
f
nearly 300. The attendance is large
and the prospects for the beat nin
e
months' school the city ever had ar
e
good. This is the second year of 
the
graded school. Prof. Lovett is super-
tntendent and he has three assist-
ants.
Night Riders Warn Him.
Hopkinsville. Ky, Aug. 19. (Spec-
IBLI—Letters containing threats of
death if headleregarded a warning o
f
the "Night Riders." that he must re-
main away from his old home In
Caldwell county, have been receive
d
by Robert W. White, of Hopkins-
vine. 'White is accused of Influenc-
ing his relatives and friends against
joining the tobacco pool.
— Antos Ran Too Fast.
Lone Oak, Aug. 19. (Spectate—
If automobillsts do not run their
cars more slowly through Lone Oak
there will probable be some drastic
measures taken. Not that the res-
idents have any objections to auto-
mobiles, but It is the speed at which
the chauffeurs run their machines.
I.one Oak has no village government
but the residents are &emending that
relief be gaven,..and if not by a law
regulating the speed in the county or
through hamlets, theft the residents
will seek deliverance from the evil
themselves.
The Lovelaceville road from Padu-
cah and through Lone Oak is smooth
and with few turns and hills, and
when some owners of--cars go out for
a spin. It is without any regard of
the safety of pedestrians or of horses.
Lone Oak is well settled, and whes
the cars come whizzing through at
the rate of 20- to 40 miles an hour the
limit has been reached. Several ac-
cidents have happened la. the past
few weeks, althougn none seriously,
but this precaution may rave some
fatal accident.
Yesterday one car whizzed through
and frightened a horse to a buggy
occupied by Miss Jane Ghoulson and
Mr Luther Goad': and noth ocenpants
were thrown out and the -buggy
Volthlar  .3,1s  Colid  nor aim
Ghoulaon wore injured beyond a few
binises. Another° horse was hitched
tied was frightened by the same car
and the horse started to run but was
nefesd before any damage was dose;
Wade Brown Brings Prisoner and
SeivisTap- e-rs After Long- Chase
Captain Wade Brown. deputy
United States marshal, arrested Bob
Waterfield, who was MdIcted several
months ago for bootlegging. Water-
field has been keeping out of the mar-
shal's path since the Indictment. Mar-
shal Brown had a chase after R. G.
Williams last week that kept him out
several days. Williams is a merchant
at Cherry and his creditors forced
him into Involuntary bankruptcy, and
the papers were given to Marshal
Brown to serve. Williams had left in
a buggy overland, and had 24 hours
stare on the marshal, but he secured
a colored driver and the chase began
from Celloway. county to Stewart
county, Tennessee. Finally Williams'
horse began to fall, and the marshal
urged on until he overtook his man
and served the papers. A total of 65
miles was covered in the chase, over
the roughest kinds of roads, but the
Plucky marshal never quit mon be
served the papers.
AUTOIST PREVENTS COMMITTEES NAMED
INJURY TO OLD MAN FOR LABOR DAY
Mr. George Weikel Stops His Those Who Will Have Charge
Auto Car Just in Nick for Central Labor
of Time.
Rare presence of mind and quick
action on the part of Mr. George Wei-
kel saved "Uncle" Horace Trice, col-
ored, about 7e years old, from prob-
able death under the wheels of Mr.
Welkens big auto car st 5:15
o'clock yesterday afternoon. When
a eollision was seen to be Impossible
Mr. Weikel, who was driving, threw
his lever and stopped before the
wheels nagged over Trice's prostrate
form. Contractor Weikel was drtv-
ing his car on Madison street and
when approaching Thirteenth street
saw Trice hobbling slowly aloatt
gave the customary - warning and
slowed up a bit. Trice turned and
started to one side, the same side
that Weikel's car was taking. Wei-
kel started in the opposite- direction
and so did ttie pedestrian, with the
result that Trice was struck. Weikel
acted quickie In stopping his ma-
chine. The prostrate man was con-
scious when picked up and taken into
Kirehoff's grocery nearby. In a
short time, after medieal examina-
tion showed no bones broken or seri-
ous injuries sustained. Triee was
able to walk home a short distance
away on Monroe street.
COL. SCHR0ETTER SLAIN.
Organizer of Attack on Jews at
Bialystok Is Assassinated.
Bialystok, Russia, Aug. 19.--Col.
Schroetter. commander of Bialystok
Libertl -station, was assaastuated to-
day. Be was accused of organising
and helping to carry out recent at-
tacks on Hebrews here.
VIOLENT EARTH SHOCKS.
Quake Lasting AO Minutes Recorded
at Leib/sett Obaervatery.
7.aibach. Aug. 19.—A violent earth
Quake was recorded in the olister•
tory here last night. lasting fifty min-
utes. It Is calculated the earthquake
was distant 5,400 miles.
Theatrical Season Opens,
Chicame Aug. 18.--The theatrical-.
season onentel in tele:cage- last "night
with the presentation at the Grand
Opera Hem's. of Charles DiListithana'
production of "The Red MEI," -with
Montgomery and Stone In the leading
roles, Tonight at the Studebaker the-
ater Geroge Ade's "Artie" will belly-
en its drat merroPolifaft
Union.
The Labor day committee of the
Central Labor Union met in caned
session yesterday and made prelim-
inary arrangements for the Labor day
celebration, Monday, September 2
R. M. Miles, chairman of the commit-
tee, George Hannin, secretary, and
the following committees were ap-
pointed with full power to art:
John MeGarrigal, Arthur Bald-
ridge, E. Wyatt. committee on pa-
rade.
Gilbert Young, R. M. Miles, George
Prince, committee on privilege.
George }tannin. Hugh Miller. Gil-
bert Young, committee on dance.
C. Cheroot, Arthur Johaeon, A
Wyatt, committee on grounds.
Dave Hotchkies. Arthur Johnson'
Gilbert Youtig, committee on re-
freshmente.
Hugh Miller, C. Jenkins, Lou Cote-
dell, committee on amusements
C. Shaffer, Mr. Wallace. C. Jenkins
conimittee on Goddess of labor.
Will Kensie, George Hannin, Lon
Crandell. committee on finance.
E. W. Willis, committee on print-
ing.
Farmers- from all over thin section
of the country are expected to be In
attendance, and also the members of
the Dark Tobacco Growers' aretocia-
ion,
SIR JOHN W. CARTER
VISITING THE K. OF P.
John W. Carter, grand keeper of
the record and seals for the Knights
of Pythias, will be in the city tonight
at th regular meeting of the Knights
of Pythias. Mr. Carter Is from Owens-
boro and aside from a visit to the lo-
cal lodge, will see the lodge about
its arrangemente for the entertain-
ment of the grand lodge which Meets
here October- 1. Lieiringtmt ha. al*
ready ordered quarters at the Palmer
House for the October meetings.
Drude Ready for Attack.
Paris, Aug, A9.--Advices, !Iona
Calm Blanca say that General Drude
Mei* sontlidentethat he ran repulse
any attack of the natives with the
oree now under his command ia
has so arranged Pia outposts that sur-
prise is impossible, and the Warships
have their glum trainee on the out-
skirts of the city reedy at an instant
to open fire on any attackers.
'LIBRARY LIGHTING
TO_COUNCILMEN
System is Condemned and
Does Not Give Satisfac•
lion.
Lighting of the public library nag
been eondenined and a committee,
headed by President K W. Bagby,
waited on Mayor Yelser this morning
to ask him to submit the condition to
the general council. Mayor Yelser
agreed to do so and will bring tie
the matter at the regular meeting of
the board of councilmen tonight.
The lighting is bad, from the view
point of the library patron, and the
inspector has declared the wiring bad.
The library board itt allowed less than
the amount it really ought to have
for maintaining the institution and
replacing books and adding to the
collection. The building belongs to
the city, and as such extraordinary
expenses as wiring the place were not
comprehended in the approprietion
for .the year, the members of the
board decided to leave the matter
with the general council.
UNION MAN REMAINS
FIRM; CUTS THROAT
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 19. (Special.)
--William C. Payne, a striking car-
penter, refusing to desert the cause
of his fellow workmen and accept
non-union employment and made des-
pendent by hie inability to obtain
work as a -union man, ended his life
this morning by cutting his throat at
his home, 2324 adhirty-second street
He was 37 years old and leaves a
wife and dour sons.
- - MOTOR BOAT EXPLO)ES.
Two Ave Killed in Accident on the
slearennet River.
Tiverton, R I., Aug. 19 --A gaso-
line tank in a motor emit in the Sea-
connet river exploded last night,
causing the death of two persons and
seriously injuring five others. The
heat contained 14 young people, who
had been on a trip to Newport from
Fall River, and had stopped at Tiver-
ton on their return.
George Anteya and Lydia Merelet
were killed and the injured are all
suffering from severe burns.
("ifines in Paris.
Paris, Aug. 19.—Paris is now ex-
periencing a crime wave similar to
that which swept over New Y,ork.
For the past few weeks there have
been many attacks on women and
children, but fortunately the crimi-
nals were discovered and driven off
or taken into custody before they
could carry out their criminal in-
tentions. Two cases were reported
todey of insults to women, the of-
fenders making good their escape.
Not alone in the poorer quarters, but
In the most fitahlonsfble sections of
the city have the attacks been m
ade.
and no numeroits have they becom
e
thpt there is talk of reliving the guil
-
lotine as a penalty forethe crime.
New Residence Started.
Work was alerted this morning on
a two-story brick residence of Mr H.
C. Warden at Twenty-fifth and Jef
-
ferson streets. The house is to be
i
cetnpleted tn three months, and will
be a 'nest structure.
NEW YORK CENTER
OF WIRE TROUBLE
President Small ‘1 ill blo There,
Probably.
deneral Strike Order Did Not ili4sc
out Mauy More thei During
Lam Week.
—
CLAIM s MAI*: BY 110TH SIDES
New York, Aug. 19.—The strikers
of the Commercial Telegraphers'
Union began work In earnest to draw
out the strike breakers who are at
work in the main ofiices of the West-
ern Union and Postal companies on
Broadway After an all-night session
the board of strategy put men at
wore on several plans which tee
nienibers belreved would further crip-
ple the companies.
The leaders of the strike spent the
day in encouraging the men. Every
effort was made to disproie the opti-
mistic statements which continue to
come front the company officials that
business was being handled satisfac-
torily. The leaders declared that tbey
did not expect the companies to
*taken inside of a month, and that
the 9strikers daye must b prepared e  to hold, 
. _-.
New York will rep*. Chicago as
hoostrtke- t e ter. 'Pregnant - Steall
wit likely come here and occupy the1
eh--Depesy -Prestetent—
Percy Thomas has secured for-him-at
the Astor House Conitniesioner of
I.abor Neill on whom President Roosts
veit relies to represent the govern-
ment has returned to Washington,
but will hurry. here as soon as there
is any indication of arbitration. ,
Wall Street Men Oat.
The operators employed in the
Wall street firm of J. S. Bache & coin
puny walked out this morning when
the firm finally decided not to sign
the schedule granting a minimum
wage scale of $30. Other firms alit
be deserted unless the brokers who
pay small wages come to time.
The J. S. Bache & company oper-
ators were paid off after they closed
their keys, and their places were tak-
en by strikebreakers, who had gath-
ered in anticipation of the walk-out.
The strikers went to union he/Meuse
ters, where they discussed their grie.
ances against the firm. They declared
that operators employed in the firm's
branches at Saratoga, Hothester and
Albany walked out.
Threatening Notices.
Many of the strikebreaking opera-
tors were served today with a "sum-
mons." commandiffid them to appe:,
for trial at the Manhattan Lyceum ti
morrow unless they wished to be
found guilty of treason. Attached to
the "summons" was an offer of for-
givewess. The formal-looking docu-
ment began.
"Do you realize that you have been
charged in the court of human nature
with the highest form of crime known
to mankind — treason--a crime
against humanity "
"This warning will be clicked over
the wires to all working telegraphers
who.. Can be reached. The union
telegraphers in the broker offices will
help circulate it."
Waiting Game.
Chicago. Aug. 19,-- The telegraph-
ers' strike has an the appearance of
(Coctinued- on Pigs 4.)
Ate-tete R. R. Men of Murder.
Boulder, Colo., Aug. 19 --Infor-
mation charging murder was filed to-
day by Assistant District Attorney T.
A. licHarg against John W. Reeves
and Frank Kiser, the railroad men
who were held responsible by the
coroner's jury for the dynamite ex-
plosion at the Co:orado and Southern
depot last Sunday, which resulted le
three deaths. Reeves and Kiser, it is
alleged, confessed that they started
the fire which caused the explosione
ROOSEVELT'S SPEECH
WILL BE PUBLISHED
Much interest has been aroused in
the speech of President Roosevelt at
the laying of the eorderstone of the
Pilgrim memorial monument at Pro-
vinceton. Mass., tomorrow, It was re-
ported that advance copies received
in Wall street, New York, caused
stocks to go up Friday, and anti-ad-
ministration papers have charged
that the president win call a halt in
the prosecution of trusts. The Sun
will-publish the speech In full as it ia
made tomorrow. giving Its readers
the opportunity to digest its meaning
and Import for themselves.
e'w °oiled* Esdklittg.
Mr. 0. CA Schmidt, the architect.
retlinftelL_ _Bittard&Y night_ from
Princeton, where he is superintend-
ing the erection of the building for
the Presbyterian college. Every
thing will be completed by Septet)'
ber 15, the opening CC the 0011age.
"
Piing TWO
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THE PADITCAttrEVENING nvy, AtaritT 10. 4
BECOMING
A MOTHER
Is an ordeal which *ntROR IN NINTHwomen approach with
indescribable fear, for
nothing compares with
the p.un and horror of
child-birth. The thought
! of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a god-fiend to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birth, but its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dis-
Sold by all druggists at
comforts .of this period. moTHERps
Shoo per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free. FRIEND
The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, 6a.
River Stager,.
Cairo  19.9 0.0 stet
Chattanooga 3.6 0.1 rise
neinnati  9.6 0.4 tall
Evansville  8.6 0.2 fall
Florence-Missing.
Job nsonvitie 
Louisville 
Mt Carmel-Miming.
Nashville  7.6 0.2 rise
Pitteburg--Misalnil•
St. Louis  17.1(0.4 rise
Mt. Vernon  8.3 0.0 st'd
Paducah  8.4 0.2 rise
3.9 0.0 st'd
4.3 0.2 fall
Owing to the fact that many of the
Ohio and Green• river packets have
been experiencing a great deal of
tiouble of late in getting roasters,
says a Sputtsville, Ky., special to the
Nashville American, Capt. Lee How-
ell, of the Evansville and Green River
Packet company, contemplates the es-
tablishment of a negro colony on the
banks of Green river. near here. He
says he will lay out a town and irw-
port several hundred negroes from
Aialbama and Georgia. -11. will pay
them_well and permit them to spend
so many dais a month at their
• _ • •
ou of his wn. and a large garden
patch, and Capt. Howell thinks In
this way be will be able to get plenty
of them to Join the colony and run
his boats for him. River men say
they have never experienced so much
trouble in getting help as this season.
Eany of the negroes have refused to
go on the boats as rousters at $60
a month and board
The paoranah ems at the wharf
yesterday en route from the Tennes-
see river to_ St. Louis with a good
trip of freight and passengers
The first rise for many dios came
yesterday when the river crept up
ti e bank .4 yesterday morn-Inc an-
Fur th• Msn who Ca
The Dover
The distinctive style
and solid comfort ot
our 1907 Oxfords aro
pare to appeal to the
man who wants the
best in footwear.
Remember-a
Florsheim is al-
ways corn-
fortable-
it needs
no
ether rise of 2 was resist. 4, leav.
lug the gauge at tel. Rainfall Sat-
urday was .12. Weather clear this
morning and business was good with
the packets.
The Clyde is due to arrive tonight
from the Tennessee river. She will
remain here until Wednesday before
starting on her return trip.
The Inverness arrived this morn-
ing from the Cumberland river with
a tow of ties for the Ayer & Lord
Tie company,
The Joe Fowler was loading
freight CI morning for her trip to
Evansville gni landings. The John
Hopkins will be the EsansvIlle packet
tomorrow.
Mn. Ellie K. Ford, chief engineer
on the Dick Fowler, left today for
Chicago. Saratoga. the Jamestown
exposition and other cities In the
east. Mr. Hairy Mix will be in
charge of the engines until Captain
Ford's rettirn.
The Cowling was in and out on
time today with both trips, and the
sturdy little packet had all the busi-
ness she could handle.
Capt. Leslie Bennett, of the Fan-
nie Wallace, has returned from Daw-
son Springs.
The Blue Spot was preparing to get
away today for the Tennessee river
after a tow of ties.
The Dick Fowler left on time this
morning for Cairo withetlegestaxl at,
--listatta1.-ssaratag4 'trier. - A
good list of passengers was aboard
when she pulled out. .
The Harvester he still tied to the
bank below the wharflioat receiving
repairs. She is having new "nigger"
boilers installed,
Mr. Harry Blackford, night river
salesman for the West Kentucky Coal
company, is ill of malarial fever and
unable to be on duty. Mr. Emmett
Graved is filling his position.
The Peters Lee passed down from
Cincinnati en route to Memphis Sun-
day with a good trip. This may be
the last trip for the big packet un-
less a rim comes. If the present rise
continues it may have some effect in
keeping the boats in service.
Like the Arabs that stole softly in
pitched -their tents and then folded
their tents and quietly left, the gov-
ernment boat Cherokee arrived yes-
teeday afternoon about 6 o'clock and
...mained here about an hour. River
een were not expecting them, and
tily a few rivermen were so torten-
re as to obtain a *glance of them.
kfter going up the hill for mail, they
eft for Cairo.
Capt. Lem Moss. who has been on
;he Fannie Wallace. has gone to
Brookport and has taken charge of
the Lizzie B. Archibold.
Repairs to the Bob Dudley will not
be completed before 'Wednesday and
then Capt. Taylor expects to tower
the packet into the river in first-
class trim.
The Saltillo arrived yesterday
from St. Louts and after unloading
and receiving freight left for the
Tennessee river with a good trip.
.raking No Risks.
"De colonel ghe you dem ol'
beets?"
"Yes: 1111' I'm gwine ter put 'urn
en de stove now.-.ter steam de snakes
out er 'um!"--Atlanta Constitution.
Which- would you call_ the left
eing of an army? asked The °Meer,
, xamining a recruit. •
Why. the left wing would be the
.eie that wasn't shot---. Yonkers
-ratesmae.
• -What preportion of a neweps-
pee% reader, will read an ad? Whet
proportion will read a news more?
In 1.11111 Instance it depends upon the
appeal to the pereenal intert-a-the
elev.-ruesa of con•truction-the lure
of typographical appearance
We ,Use the King of All
Bo so m Ironer s.---Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough. -
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are irone I perfectly.
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the -hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoarself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LA uNpRy
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
BEAT LOCAL TEAM
Had blame Won Until Thht
Started the Balloon.
How Metropolis Blues Defeated lade.
pi-nth-Los ha Pre-Rivet Game
*This Veer.
THE PLAYING INNINGS.
An error made in the ninth in-
ning, when the Independents all but
had the game, was responsible for a
balloon ascension of Paducah play-
ers, and hits with more errors fol-
lowing, tallied Metropolis Blues five
runs and four hits. The heart was
taken out of the loesJa, and with re-
newed ginger and confidence the vis-
itors prieventeti the locals from snor-
ing again. Until the first of the ninth
inning, Paducah had tallied once.
had three hits against the visitors'
two, and errors even, one and one.
It was until this time one of the fin-
est games ever seen on the diamond.
Metropolis Blues arrived at 2
o'olock Sunday afternoon in a gaso-
line launch and waited for dinner be-
fore going to the grounds. At 3
o'clock they reported and went in for
Practice: The grend stand was well
decked with fans eager to see the
contest. Game was called by Umpire
"Dutch" Dicke at 3:40, and it was an
exhibition of snap and ginger from
stant to finish. Davis, of Murray, a
southpaw was in' the box for Padu-
cah against Dye, the crack pitcher of
the Blues. Davis allowed but two
hits until the ninth inning. By two
hits in suceession, and expert base
running the locals managed in the
fifth inning to break into the home
plate with one run.
In the fatal ninth inning Davis
pitched a twister and the better
caught It stittarely sending it hard to
-Bob leteleter __Alitycas,
tdrned.hieback to it, thinking it
would bounce. Hayes had been ill
the latter part of the game but had
pla)ed good ball until then. The ball
went to far left field and was quickly
handled to second, shutting off the
runner. Two doubles te the outfield,
assisted by an error and general tan-
gle up of Paducah players netted
four runs for the visitors.
Jn the last half of the ninth Padu-
cah hitters were unable to do any-
4hIng with the Blues, although lie--
man batted out a Like single to ro-
iive the stunned locals.
The score!
Inn. .1 2 3 4 Z 6 7 8 P-R H
1Pad. 0 0 0 0 1 0 WO 0-1 4 3
Met.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 005-5 6 1
Batteries-Davis and Block, Dye
and Doyle. Umpire Dicke; time. 1
hour 25 minutes; attendance, 300.
The line-up:
Paducah-Block, e.: Davis, of Mur-
ray. P.: Hessian, lb.; Brittle, 2b.;
Hayes, 3b.: Jones, as,; Eddie Smith,
If,: "Dutott" Robertson, et.; Wil-
liams, of Murray, rf.
Metropolis-Doyle, c.: Dye.
Gregory, lb.; Faulkner, 2b.: Rehl-
meyer, as.; King, 3b.: Craig, If.;
Straw, cf.; Ward, rf.
Gossip of the Game,
Pitcher E. A. Davis and Outelder
Z. H. Williams, of Murray, who
played such excellent baseh,all
against Metropolis for Paducah yes-
terday, returned home this morning.
They will return to Paducah with a
Murray catcher in a few weeks to
meet the Metropolis Blues again. -
It is probable that Manager John
Hollan will get a game at Mound City
with the team of that place for Sun-
day. If not, he will make a date with
the Murray team for Sunday at Pa-
ducah. Following the Paducan
liounti City or Paducah Murray
game, the "Blues" and locals will
Meet again on local field.
Changes will be made lir the In-
field-for-nest game. Block wEi be re-
Jeeved by a Murray catcher and sent
to the outfield. "Dutch" Robertson
we; he pulled in from outaeld to
third base.
Pin her Davis struck out 14 Me-
t ropol s batters yesterday.
A Snappy Game.
In a fast and snappy game the
Pearls defeated the Culleys yester-
day morning at Wallace park by a
score of 8 to 1. The score does not
tell how hard both sides fought to
win, and the Culleys did not give up
until the last inning. The first of the
game was exciting. Dunbar pitched
for the Pearls and had his usual
speed, and the Cullemeould not find
him when- a hit was needed to scok.
Barnett did the work for the Cuileys,
hut he was handicapped by the errors
of the men behind him. Twelve er-
rors were made by the Culleys. It
seemed an off day for the team, that
had not lost a game in the city this
Feason. Two more games will be
played by the teams for the cham-
pionship of the city, and the Culleys
will try hard for the two games. Th
Pearls have challenged any team in
the 18-year-old class for a ghme.
By innings the game was:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Pearls  2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2--ft
Culls  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1
Batteries-Pearls, Dunbar and
Ilarbottr; Cutlet le Barnett and
lock.
cooper Is Married.
--Harry Cooper, the fast outfielder
of the Paducah Indians during the
last season of the Kitty league, has
11 EA k, fAit 1 WOMEN. . . .
---
Learn the cause of Daily Woes and
End Them.
- -
When the back aches and throbs
Vm, hen housewor4 its totture.
When night brings no rest or sleep
When urinary disorders set in
Women's lot is a weary one.
Thre is no way to escape these
woes.
Deans Kidney Pills cure such ills
Have cured women here in Padu-
cah.
Thie i one
•
Paducah woman's tei-
timony.
Mrs. Walter athews, 12,50 North
Thirteenth street, Paducah, Ky.,
bays; "I have used two boxes of
Doatt's Kidney Pills and they have
done more to relieve me of a lame
back and pain In my left side than
all the other aiedicines I ever used.
Before using them I suffered every-
thing with ma back and side At
times' I was hardly able to do my
housework. I saw Doan's Kidney
Pills highly recommended so I pro-
cured them at DuBois Sou & Co.'s
drug Metre, took them .as directed
and have been more than pleased
with the results."
lepr sale by all dealers. Price 50
Cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the natue-Doans--
end take no other.
become a benedict. He is reported
to have married Miss Annie Terry.
of Spartansburg. S. C. COopeiis
playing the outfield for the Greenville
S. C., team in the South Atlantic
league and is making good.
tit %DAY GAMES.
American league.
St. Louis 
Boston  1
Batteries-Powell and
Morgan and Crider.
Second game
St. Louis 
Boston 
Batteries Pelty atld
Reoh4lind Abler.
3 0
1
Stevenson;
R H E
1 7 I
2 8 0
Stevenson;
.a.
Detroit  13 16 1
New York  6 9 5
Batteries-Donovan and Schmidt;
Liest, Doyle and Conner.
R 11 E
Chicago  2 5 1
Washington  5 13 2
Batteries-Owen. Altrock arid Mc-
Farland; Tatan and elloek.
SATURDAY'S GAMES.
---
Americas League.
Washington, ft Chicago, 0.
New York, 5;- Detroit, 3. Ten in-
,
Cleveland, 6: Philadelphia, 0,
Boston, 1; St. Louis, 0.
•
National League.
Chicago, 3; New York, 2. Twelve
Innings
Brooklyn, 4: Cincinnati, 3. First
game.
Brooklyn, 3; Cincinnati, 'J. Sec-
ond game
Philadelphia, 5; St. Louis, 0. First
game.
Philadelphia. 6; St. Louis, 1. Seven
innings,
Pittsburg, 5; Boston, 1.
SPORTS OF THE PRESENT WEEK.
Monday. •
• Opening of international chess tour-
nament at Carlsbad, Bohemia.
Opening of Western Chess associa-
tion tournamentemt Excelsior, Minn.
Annual competition for the Domin-
ion Lawn Bowling Trophy at Toron-
to, Ont.
Annual regatta of the Inland hake
Yachting association at Lake Winne-
bgo, Wisconsin.
Opening of annual tournament of
the Saratega (N. Y.) Polo club.
Tennis tournament for the cham-
pionship of the Middle West begins
at Omaha.
Ohio state tennis championship
tournament begins at Cleveland.
Grand Circuit race meeting opens
at Reedville, Mass.
Twestlae.
Na_elonal tennis championship tour-
nament opens at Newport, R. I.
Tell-round tieht between Benny
Yanger and Packie McFarlaad at Ft.
Wayne, Ind.
Opening of Great Western circuit
race meeting at Davenport, la.
Opening of annual horse show at
Bar Harbor, Me.
Western Handicap shooting tour-
nament opens at Deaver, Colo.
Friday.
Twenty-round fight between Joe
Gans and George Memsic at Los An-
geles, Cal..
Opening of annual horse show at
Narrangansett Pier, R. '1.
Saturday,
Intermountain tennis champion-
ship tournament at Salt Lake City,
Utah,
Cornieh wrestling tousnament at
Calumet, Mich.
Central A. A. U. outdoor swim-
ming championships at Chicago.
Real Electric Display Sign,*
Mr, James Sleeth, the dzugitist at
Ninth street and Broadway, will have
the first real electric display sign. It
Is beintemade by Robert MeCune, the
signwrtter and artist. MeCtine re-
cently roturned from the Jamestown
exposition, where he fearn.bd the way
to make illunalhatel 'egos WITeli can
itorte to/massed for beauty With or-
dinary but) loop.
TAFT'S LONG TRIP
GIRDLING EARTH
Will Complete One 4Intitlred,
Fifty Thousand.
Goes To Open •Phillispine Congress
and Journey Through Man-
churia,
WILL SPEAK AT COLUMBVS.
'Washington, Aug. ,19.-Secretary
of War William H. Taft has set forth
upon one of the trips, which have
been so marked a feature of his po-
litical career. According to his plans
he will make a circuit of the globe be-
foie returning to Washington the
latter part of November or early in
December.
Secretary Taft is to represent the
administration at the opening of the
Philippine congress on October 26.
and from the Philippines he will re-
turn by the Trans-Siberian railway to
St. Petersburg, returning from there
to the United States by way of Paris
and Loudon.
The trip across the continent to
Seattle, from which port the secre-
tary of war will sail for the Philip-
pines:- will be a leisurely one, with
stops at a number of points to deliv-
er speeches. These apeecnes will be
of a political character and will mark
the real opening of the Tett cam-
paign for the presidential nomina-
tion.
The first of these speeches Is to be
delivered at Columbus. 0., tonight.
He will speak at that time under the
auspices of the Buckeye RepubUcan
club of the capital city of Ohio. This
speech is awaited with keen interest
in political circles as it is expected to
sound the keynote of the Taft cam-
paign. The secretary of war on this
OteaLOn is -expected to -gnawer thn
attackson_himeeit.inecnnuactkin With 
the tariff revision question, to de-
thni-pseeitibii_OL.11111--adinininty-
Hon with respect to the Brownsville
affair, and appegl to the voters as the
representative of the Roosevelt poli-
cies. The spech will be a direct re-
ply to the clEallenge recently Issued
by Senator Foraker.
After leaving Ohio SecretaryTaft
is scheduled for speeches in Ken-
tucky, Oklahoma, Missouri, and at
Denver, Portland and Seattle. He
will arrive at the last named place In
time to sail on the Manchuria on
September 10.
The trip to Mairea will be made by
way of Japan and China. The stay In
the Philippines will he abort. The
rAgrn from the Far east will be
made by way of the Trans-Siberian
railway and Europe. It is stated
that this route has been adopted in
order that a week or more may be
saved in getting back to Washing-
ton. But as the secretary travels up
through China and then over the
battlefields of Manchuria, he will be
traversing a region where at the pres-
ent moment commercial and political
probleMrof the firstemagnitude are
being worked out. Mr. Taft will trav-
el unofficially as soon as he has dis-
charged his mission in Manila, but
the tour tbfiesugh Thee IFTireEast of a
man so high in the administration
will be watched with interest by the
compet;tors of the United States.
On his Journey around the world
Mr. Taft will be accompanied by hIs
wife his. son, and his seeretary. A
fourth member of the party will be
Montle') Taft, a Filipino: who adopt-
ed the secretary of war as his father,
a year or so ago.
Apart from the political results of
his trip, Secretary Taft will have es-
tablished a record for a cabinet min-
ister's wanderings. Very few men of.
his position have ever traveled
around the world while in Wilke. and
it is calculated that when he sees this
city again he will have concluded
150,000 miles of journey-lugs to and
fro on the face of the earth since he
became a member of the psesidenes
()Metal family.
A Man is known by the Tele-
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the beet and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
_
l'ocertai ut y in 'n state, an O.l confederate sol-
Herbert Pareonte president of tte
n, heeler in General division,New York county Republican corn-
having heard ef the confederate nagmate., was talking in Albany against
reel wishing td ere his deer old leaderself-confidence In politics.
ita the light of long age, made street'."To win," he said, "a man should
011F effort 'Ille lee stood bend.'never te sure of winning. Coal-
denee and boasting:, to my mind, al-
ways imply defeat. I'll tell you a
at or
man came shooting from a
brightly lighted window one night
and landed with a crash on the side-
all right,' he said to the
crowd that had gathered, as he stuffy
arose. 'That's my club, the Eighth
Precinct. Inn a Smith man and
there's ten Jones men in there, I'm
going back to them: You stay here
end count them as they come out of
tha.,tHe•window.'
back into the club. 
The Closed Beason.
d'er who had rough' tinier General
the runic. But on reaehlbe Washing-
ton the Stars and Bars lied been re-
nicved by order of the presideitt. amid
time veteran looked iii va for Ills o'd
flag. Then he looker, at the holy
c. ad in ill,: mite uniform, and, sol-
emnly glialicg Ws head, muttered:
'‘Wall, by gee, genes!: wl,en you git
0.i caber siie and Jubal Early
catches yin in them togs, Uto Isettle•
git putticst eussin' that
ever cum your wa)!"--Auguse Lip-
pincott's. •
There was a great uproar. Then a
figure trashed through the window
and struck the sidewalk with a grunt,
"'That's one,' said theh crowd.
" 'No,' said the figure, Ising.
'Don't start counting yet. It's me
again.' "-Rochester Herald.
A Elarpri+e
Gen. Wheeler'a noey eaa hrought
to Waehingtort dreeei In the confed-
erate flag as well As the Stars and
:peg, under leeh I)! which ha had
served fp ' 'he body
"I observe with satlafaetioc," said
the midsummer visitor, "that the
doors of your saloons are clipped Sun-
fiays. That's a most exceitent law."
"Yes," replied the native, "but
many of our churches are closed by
,law, too."
"You astonish me!"
"Well, the latter le an unwritten
law." the native had to admit.-
Philadelphia Ledger.
The grass-widow generally knows
how to make hay when the sun
shines.
"Here„ you! You can't ride here. This
Is for pedestrians:"
"Well, don't worry. I'll be off in a
ailnute."
Kentucky Couple Elope,
Evansville, Ind. _Aug. 1.9.--,9eorge
Watson; re well known Union county
planter, aged 22 years, and Miss Cora
Hancock. of Crittenden counte-„Kee
eloped here and were nlatried. It is
understood the pareets of the brie
opposed the wedding.
The richest unmarried woman in
France is probably Princess Marie
Hornaparte, daughter of tbo late
Prelim  Beiland. She la prat tge accome
Plittleett, young and inherited a vast
fertute Irons her maternal grand-
-
NAN-Cf --&---SON-ndertikeis andimbalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paddcah, Hy.
HARRY
The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-
tention at all Mum,
ANDERSON, PHONE 915
14
Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
for the new current should be
at our office, 406 Broadway,
before September 1. A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in to be rewound
after that date.
The Paducah Light& Power Co..a
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Lantz's
Kidney
Pills
Cure Absolutely
dusrantecii
50c
The sneerer of Lantz Kid-
ney Pills ie wonderful, and
fully verify Out judgment in
guaranteeing theru.es a sure
cure in kidney troubles.
They ,coine in 50e boxes
and a written guarantee !s
given with each box.
Why suffer when relief can -
be had?
WILL J. GILBERT
Both hoses 11
Fourth and Broadway
SPOKE FACTORY
BURNS TO GROUND
$15,000 Blaze Visited Patin-
cth Saturday Night.
Fiat Neel Throw es Out Of Employ.
Mew When Littesee Mill
Is Destroyed,
1
-1110,4M0 SPOKES VON8UMED.
,
!
A tire throwing 50 men out of
work, temporarily, and causing it loss
'of $15,t0m visited Padurah Saturday
night when the Little spoks• fit tore's Rev. William Bourquitt at the Ger-
main mill burned to the ground. The man Evangelical church. "The
origin Of the lire la unknown, being world has many questions to ask re-
(Hs:covered after it had gained a good Iiitiously, (7hildien have questions
start, by Patillo Kit k, special agent and the same questions the children
for the Mimes Central, who Wee op am( the sage, mac- he said. Among
the etation platform a short distanee alt races at men we may find the
away, and Night Watchman Johu setiech for truth, we may find the
Kelley of the factory simultaneousie. search for God, and the story of a
INTERESTING SERVICES WERE
HELD IN CHURCHES YESTERDAY
The Rev. William Grohter Installed
at ,German Lutheian Church---
"Christianity Spelled with
Four Letters."
•
Kirk pulled the box located at the
end of the platform while the wateh-
niare telephoned in the alarm. At the
time. II:ett o'cloek, flames were leep-
ing out of windows, hungrily eating
out the interior of 'the-main nal!l.
Vire compenice, No. tand 4, were
first caled, and when Chief Wood ar-
tired op the scene, ordered out the
No. 3 company. reserving 'the No.
for protection down town.
i King George's Farm. Hydrants were far from the scene
When we entered Athens we were or the fire, the factory being loceted
informed that King George Was out beyond the N . C. & St. 1...crossinS,
of town, at Corinth or nitres. We and runnine alongside the Illinois
were informed that he is a democrat- Central. Tbe No. 2 lire engine was
re and social gentletneu and like* dispatched to the beetle and pumped
Americans, anti we w ould have been water on the brands and against
glad to shake hands with him. nearby buildings untti 3 o'clock Sun-
Greek geatlenees inform no that AIDA Manila& 11. watt pgaseseced e so
ng Ge_orge is yery popular. A youn& (-client work by Gee, department. Mr
Englishman of considerable culture Johe Little, owner of tie mill.
01141 ktetehtusiss-e44---hed-beee.--8vei—lizeidetc-
years in Greece 'doing • chinery, it is esteneated that fully
work says the Greeks are not partic-14n0.000 spokes were destroyfd. Mr.
yearly in love with King George. but Little estimate* his loss at $11000,
thet he is very skrewdly atteneing telhalf covered by ineurance. He wie re-
title own roseal business-and vastly ben build at once.
pitting the country. The king is saint A sawdust patch reaches from the
to be doing a prolltable t private bull- mainbuildings to the dry kiln and
nesse ehartne besides other proper- other nea:lby branches of the plant.
ties, a fine farm, where he mews:rim rain Saturday theroughly soaked
chickeae, cherries, grapes and otherithe sawdust. and this-to a great de-i
fruits end dianufactures wIne.-Atheigree prevented a spread of flames.
ens Cor -espondent Minneapolis Jour-
nal. The Limit. of Life.
The most ennieent medical scien-
tists are unanimous in the conelusion
that the geoerally accepted limitation
of Oilman life is, many years below
the Attainment possible with the ad-
vanced knowledge of which the race
Is now possessed_ The critical petio.1,
that determines Its duration. seems
.to be between 50 and 60; the prop-
er care of the body during this de-
worst of them. We always keep a bot_ eade cannot be too-strongly urged;
'carelessness then being fatal to lon-
gevity. Nature's beat helper after e0
is -Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalises every or-
gan of the bode. Guaranteed by all
druggists. Sc.
- EndorNed Hy the County,
"Tit, Most popular remedy in Ot-
Aegss County, and the best (Coed of
my family," writes Wm. M. Diets, ed-
itor and publisher of the Otsego
Jourhal, teilleertsvele, N. Y., "Is Dr.
King's New Discovery. It ties proved
to be an infallible cure for coughs
and colds, making short work of the
tie In the house. I believe it to be
the moat • valuable prescription
,known for Lung sad Throat diseas-
Cs." Guaranteed to never disappoint
the taker. Sold by all druggiete.
Price elle and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
The Voteless Few.
Some must work if others Play.
There are deserts wide and bare.
Where the rose shall bloom some day
Eager men must labor there.
Some must sail though others drift:
There are ingots to be cotned.
There are mountains to be cleft
lio the oceans may be Joined.
Some must dare, if others fear.
So the world may claim- Its due: •
Who would dawdle at the rear
Numbered with the uee.leas few?
-Chicago Record-Herald.
"Why do you telegraph your con-
geseplations on their Marriage? A
letter would do as well." "Oh, no.
They rimy be desacced before a letter
can reach them."-- Cleveland Lead-
Or.
Benedict-Not married. eh
bet you're fond of a girl, though•
ilacheicor-Ohl yes, indeed, Benedict le front of your
_Who t ebe? Bachelor-Her name Ohl that was
is T eaten Pre.es 1 lees Post-Dispeteh
Gets Drunk on Gasoline.
Getting dronk•on gaso .ne is a far-
ing of young George B. Hill, who was
brought before Judge Sulzberger, In
the juvenile court, yesterday, by Dr.
Bernstein, of Nineteenth and Chest-
nut streets.
Judge Sulzberger was both inter-
ested and puzzled When he heard if
the boe's peculiar form of wicked-
dess, says the Philtaelphia North
American. •
."Gets drunk gasoline!” he ex-
claimed. "What do you mean?"
, "Oh." said the doctor, "it is a
common trick among the children or
the downtown section. They get some
gasoline, soak handkerchiefs or
stockings In it, and put the cloth
over teeir noses and tnouths. In a few
minutes they are as drunk as though
they had drunk a pint of whisky."
Have you a friend with an auto-
mobile? • ,
_No. I Wish bade
- But I saw a beautiful car standing
house yesterday.
the piumbov.—St.
COCHRAN'S ANNUAL
Clearance of Summer Shoes
Mew goods are demanding space, and to get it
we are reducing prices on all Men's Summer Shoes,
You know the high grade character of our shoes and
can appreciate the mcney saving opportunity.
$4 00 Regent Oxfords, patent and gun metal, exotic
sion rates.  • • • •• $ 3•50
$6.00 Hanan's patent kid 'Oxfords, excursion rates__ 4.50
$6.00 Stetson's patent kid Oxfords, excursion rates 4.50
Henan & Stetson Tan Oxfords, exeursion rates. 4.00
1:egent $3 50 Tan Oxfords, excursion 2.50
Boys' Tan $2.50 Oxfords, excursion rates • 1.75
Boys' Tan $2.00 Oxfords, excursion rates.._____—__ 1.50
Boys' Patent Leather $2.50 and $2.00 Oxfortk, exeur-
siOn rate*.':::—. • ..... aryl 1,50,
70 pairs Men's and -Boys' Canvas Shoe and
Oxfords 25 wit. cent Off.
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
. 405 BROADWAY
"Religion *Plied With Four Let-
ters' was tbe topic of an interesting
xermon delicered last night by the
hereafter and all religions are to a
certain extent correct."
In the preface of hi* sermon hg
pointed out clearly the need of get-
ting truth and getting religion in
one's heart. Christianity Is spelled
with 12 letters. A* different word is
an explanation to the Word as we
look Into our dictionaries for syn-
onyme. Men have been trying to
spell Christianity with nine lettere--
Sacrifice." But it is not isaerifice
alone and without the spirit that is
not Christianity.
"Some men have tiled to spell
Christianity with eight let t erg-
"thinkins." They have not tried to
bud religion but to find knowledge
Others have' tried to spell it with
seven Isitere---"ebarity." He Spends
bla -ustenely. tee help the-poet. yet he
may steal from his employer for 50
37111-11Ter eel-O.-Mee -Faifeellies
give charily for oneerear and think
he Is all right.
"Some men have tried to spell
Christianity with six letters-
"church." We may have attendance
nod Dieu and wotnen that are in their
pews every Sunday, but church going
Is not religion although It may be a
part. If it doee not make better men
and ;Omen by going we had better
stay away. Some hive tried to spell
Christianity with five letters-
"money." People think if they can
get enough money to develop their
business they are serving God Be-
cause they are houored by the busi-
ness world they think they are all
right. Money nevsr has satisfied God
and just with money will never sat-
But Christianity may be spelled
with four letters--"hove." Our life
should be toushed with religion as
well as our work. In closiag Dr
Bourquin lave a pointed argument
on 'the need of the religion in one's
pleasure and in one's home life.
New Pastor Installed.
lu lespeesaive 140-04i0-ps, according
to the church ritual, the Rev. William
(holster, tbe new pastor of the Ger-
man Lutheran church, was installed
Yesterday morning by err. Meyer, of
St. Lou/s. at scree-es conducted in
the German language. Malty cone
niunicants l's' took of the Lord's sup-
per. Last night Dr. Meyer preached
in English and another communion
service was held. The text for the
evening sermon see: "Know That
( Ate Red.. nicer' Dr. Meyer di-
vided Ole seeleject into two parts;
leout what ye are redeemed, and by
that ye are redeemed. He also
Ataa.-- peeseltelleete-
growth of the Evangelical Lutheran
liii rrh
Mr. Pearson Lockwood.
"P.-rote/it Work" was the subject
of Mr. Pearson Lockwood's sermon
at the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
church yesterday morning. His text
was "The Love of Christ Constrains
Us." The eubject was ably covered
in the diseoui-se, being a plea for
more personal work In soul winning
A Great Exhibition.-"Kentucky State
Fair Offers $25,000 in Good Prizes'
There is a disposition upon the part
of the general public to display a lined
feeling when the announcement Is
made of plans for a new exposition. lp
America. as in the ofd country, they
have been coming rather fast..of late,
and the experience of the managers
of the Jamestown Exposition lends full
weight to the argument which favors
having them few and far between.
This is not the case, however, with
State Fairs, Like Emerson's brook,
they po on and on forever, the interest
increasing as each succeeding exhibi-
tion approaches. Certainly this is true
of the Keetucky State Fair. From
every section of the commonwealth,
and, indeed, front many sections of
(Aber commonwealths, there is shown
a striking desire to make the 1907
Kentecky State Fair more than twice
as big as that of 1906.
le State institution, created by the
General Assembly, operated by the
State Board of Agriculture and sere
ported in a large measure in a pre-
mium appropriation, this spirit of
friendliness ts-toebe commended. -The
managers &ether Steteelealr are build-
ing it alone most liberal lines so far
as all exhibit departments are con-
cerned. Twenty-five thousand dollars
In cash is offered lb prizes at the com-
ing exhibition to be held In Louisville
Sept. 16 to 21.
There are 15 exhibit departments.
All of these departments are in charge
of members of the State Board of
Agriculture. The Hon. Hubert Vree-
land, Chairman of the Board, who is
now Commissioner of Agriculture, has
for his departments, poultry, pigeons.
collie dogs, tobacco, plants, flowers,
horticulture, farm implements and ma-
chinery. The other departments are
headed as followseDatry cattle, sheep
and goats, Professor Ms A. Scovell,
rector of the Experiment Station at
Lexington; swine and woman's work.
G. N. McGrew, Bayou, Livingston
connty;% beef cattle, W. R. Moorman,
Jr., Glendeane, Breckinrldee county;
horses, mules and jacks, Guthrie M.
Wilson, Bardstown, Nelson county;
field seed, grain, vegetables and met-
als, William Adams, Cynthiana, Har-
rison county. Other members of the
Hoard, who are not assigned to exhibit
departments but who are active In
other directions in making the fair a
emcees, are Lawrence Jones, Louis-
yule, teethe Breckinridge. Lexington,
and John C. C. Mayo, Paintseille, Ky.'
In many departments the members
In charge have appointed superintend-
ents and assistant superintendents.
These are to follows: • 'Mule*, Wie
SVertiêr(fsiric:
perintendent; jack stock, W. S.
Gibbs, Springfield, superintendent;
swine, H. L. Igieheart. Untefe
town. enterintendent; poultry and
pigeons, John II. Good, Louleville,
superintendent: Robert It Toting;
Lottherille, assistant supertatimniest;
vegetahiels and Melons, ft R. Bilk
swportoi,,11,*.l.nt; Nei seed
and grain, II. C. 1,ovelace, Boston au-.
perfotendent; Geo. D. Karener. Lexing-
ton, assistant superintendent: tobac-
co. M. H. ferryman. Ghent. osuperintend-
ent; 8. B. Robertson. Cathonn, assist-
ant sneerintendent: plants and flow-
, rs, Henry Nana. Louisville. superin-
tendent: wontan's department. Miss
it Porter, Louisville, superintend
ent, -Miss Julia Dupre, Louisville. and
ss Eva N. M et: re w , Bayou, assist-
ant superintendents; horticulture, M
F. Johuson, Buechel. superiatendent.
J H. Hates, Buechel, assistant Raper-
tendent: collie dog show C. H. Thom-
as, Lot liville, superintendent: farm
implements and machtnery. J. B. Wel-.
ker. Hieektusellle, somerintendent.
MUCH INTEREST IN TOBACCO
Seven Hundred and Seventy Dollars
Offered at the Kentucky State
Fair in Premiums.
The money offered in premiums at
the Kentucky Mate Fair to be held in
temieville Sept. 16th to Nat shovel re-
sult in the largest display of tnhaeco
ever sere in the south. Four bundred
and seventy sinners is given by the
State Fair Board, about squally divid-
ed between hurley sad dark types The
Loui,,%!Il( Board of Trade has added
to the. tee) far preiniumWas follows:
Morley Types.
For ben ootemisle representing
llogsh. ad of not less than 500
pounds net, Blight Burley Leaf
Tobacco  $75
For the best sample representing
Hogshead of not less than 500
politiIs net, Red Burley Leaf To-
bacco $50
Dark Types. 
For hest sample representing
Ilogehead of ant less than 1200
pounds net, of Fire Cured_To-
baeco  $75
For the hest sample representing
Hogshead df not less than 1000
pounds net, of Unfired Tobacco. 00
- Samples( of tobacco competing for
Jtese awards are to he drawn and
melted by the Louisville Leaf Tobacco
Exchange Inepection, not limited to
trop, and oDen.to alleirshibitors.
DOWT 611.1i Nil SLID
When. your joints mete anti you suffer
from ftheurnatiem. Buy a bottle of
Haltrirri's Stiela Linimeilt and get in-
stant relief. A pouittre cure for Haim-
niatietn. Miran, Cuts, Contracted Mu,-
-'I,',, sore Cheat. ete. Mr. 1. 'P. gr:
PrOttlinr.nt merchant at Wino* Point.
Texas, x,s  true he Ands li.ullard'a
Snow Liniment the hest all rotund Lini-
ment he ever used." Sold by J, H Oehl-
schineger, tang Bros.and C. re Riplee.
her Misappreliennion.
Farmer Hornbeak tin the Midst of
egentilnii)-" eVel ! -
here', a- Marla funny adveresetnent
In the Weekly Clarion: "The tenth*-•
Cy of the Occidental hotel wa
.
nts 'a
man to wash dishes and chamber-
Hornbeek (iletuouely) "The
agent., '" - ritr1;
• The Wrenieg 141111--10e, a week.
 -JEW
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Send a Copy of
THE DA IL Y SUN
To a Friend One-Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords, you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.tee
••••••••••••••
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NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS of what she wants, but eke nearly• always depends entirely upon the
'clerk to know her staiste and ideas
, If customers would one. think out
Stating at Lexingtop Judge W B
Moody, special judge in the cases
against the tneu charged with the
murder of Dr B. D. COI, declined to
grant the motion to remind the cases
to Breathitt iounty and set the hear-
ing for Aneust 26, at Sandy Hook.
Elbert Hargis. Bill Britou and John
Abner. the defendants, filed an affi-
davit charging Floyd By rd and T. P.
Cardwell with forming a conspiracy
to have them murdered during a trlal
at Jackson.
For the first time In Louisville's
history a raid was wade for the pur-
pose of searching all men wilu were
thought to be carrying eoncealed
weapons, with the result Oita twenty
negroes and two whi'e men were tak-
en into custody. The raid lasted
thirty minute*, and two hundred ea-
tialmen were pressed into service.
Charles Jones, a negro charged
with murdering two white men and
throwing their bodies Into the Cum- I
beriand river, was given an examin-
ing trial at Tompkinsville and held
without bond.. He protests that he is
innocent, and the vidence against
him is the statement of a negro
roustabout.
The Bluegrass fair at Lexington
proved a success financially and in
kery other respect.
Admiral Brownson, chief of the
bureau of navigation, has Issued in-
vitations to a large number of both
naval and army officers to live on the
big battleships during the coming
maneuvers for the purpose of work-
ing out practical battle problems.
John Wordn, of London, England.
a grand opera haratone, "roughing
it" as a-deckhand on the steamer
John Harper in port at Sandusky, 0..
fell through a hatchway into the hold
and was instantly killed.
Augustus E. Willson, Republican
nominee for governor, opens hts cam-
paign at Maysville, when it Is expect-
ed that a large crowd will attend
from small towns in that sectIou of
state.
At Claysville yesterday Mrs. Susan
Fryman, aged lel years, celebrated
the anniversary of her birth, sur-
rounded by four generations of her
descendants and some 300 noig.hbors
and friends.
Tuberroloals has made its appear,-
ance in the flue herd of dairy cattle
owned by J. Pierpont Morgan at High
land" galls, N. Y., and six of his high-
bred cows have been killed,
Admission is made that the city of
New York is hard pressed to pay its
hills, due to the present tight Money
market and a consequent inability to
dispose of city bonds,
Gus 0, Richardson defeated Albert
Thompson by ninety-one votes In the
Democratic prfingry held in Meade
county to select a candidate for rep-
resentative.
• Government officials are interested
in a story that comes front Henolalu,
to the effect that I,ayson island has
disappeared.
Robert R. OW, cashier of the Sta-
pleton National hank, of Stapleton,.
8 I., has been arrested, charged with
bring-$12,000 abort le his accounts
The Nebraska railway chMtaliMon
has issued an order redueing the
freight rates ten cents a hundred on
,-orn and thirteen•
The cestennial of the first. trip of
Robert Fulton's steamboat Clermont
up the Hudson river was celebrated
at New York.
The report of the rural free deliv-
ery service for the month of tugust
*bows that there were in operatiou
on July 31.1. 3772u routes,
"Regular as the Sun"
Is an expression as old as the nets.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun is the mo-st regular perform-
ance in the uniferse, unless it Is' the'
action of the liver and bowels when
regulated with Dr. King's New' Lee.
Pills. Guaranteed by all. druggists.
25c.
Courtesy to Clerke.
If customers would only stop te ap-
preciate the trying comiltions wItleh
surround the average salespeople
there would be more courtesy shown.
The average woman sakes little
rreparation when she starts out on a
eliopping tour. She has a vague Idea
eng. 
at borne what they want, how muck
the can, pay for it and where tioy
ould perhaps be likely to secure
what they wish, time and worry
could be saved.
It takes so much time to show
goods when a customer has not a dere
nite idea as to price, quality and
amount of material needed. The
customer should inform herself as to
the different prices of the different
qualities of the same material.
It is the best plan always to give
a clerk an idea what the material it
teeded for and how much one cares
to pay for It
Women shopping are so deeply in-
terested in their shopping expedition
that often they forget to give any
consideration to the girl behind the
counter.
The courteous and considerate wo-
man will usually find she will receive
courteous consideration from those
who wait on them.- Ph iladel ph la
Press.
Vagrants, like weals, are simple
growths whose use has not yet beeu
discovered •
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LAST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
HENRY AMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO TB/RD AND
Ihsok ittading, Peak Week, Legal
and Ubangi Work • specialtp.
I , p
"YOU ARE LUCKY" - '
If you don't have a rainy day. Sickness, trouble—
yon can't tell just what will happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
dot
You won't miss a little out of encl., week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open an account. with us and protect yourself
wainet the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
mut. on deposits. s
_
—
,
.----. 
Illechanice s and
1.- 
i " 
r-/- Farmers Savings Bank
40. . •
211 Broadway
71F—
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F. se FISHER, President.
K J. PAXTON, Generat atsnager.
ffintered at the postofIc• at Paducah.
Ky.. as second class matter.
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THE DAILY SAN
Ay carrier, per week  .10
By mail, per month in advance... .26
By mall, per year. In advance....22.60
THE WEEKLY Stile
Per year. by mail. postage paid,.1a.ss
Astdrees THE SUN. Paducah. K,.
Mice, 116 South Third, Phone 2611
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
York. representative&
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. elements & Co.
Van Culln Brea.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm.
MoNDAY, AUGUST 19.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
f. July, 1907.
—....—.
1 3920 17 3903
2 3895 18 3906
3 3895 19 3914
h 3/06 20 3939
6  3•14 22 3929
7 11/99 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11  31t78 26 3930
13 3935 27 3938
13 3918 29 3905
i 15 3911 30 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total 101,923
July average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
maath of July. 1107, is true to the
best of ha knowledge and beltef,___,
PETER PUTtYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22. 1908.
Daily Thought.
"It is a good deal easier to preach
things heroic and divine than it is to
practice things ordinaels human and
decent"
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus IL Will-
son, of Lorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H
Oox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
• For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer eounty.
For Treasurer—Cart Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken minty.
For Secretary of Suite—Dr. Ben
L Brun% of Hart county.
For Superinteadent of Public In-
structied—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county.
' For Commissioner of Agriculture
es-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
groom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Artbur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City C'erk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Aseessor...Herlan Griflith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fir* ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
pr, Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
Morocco is one of the African states
that has given the civilized world
trouble for centuries. France will not
meet much outside oppoattion. it she
permanently occupies the country and
insures the safety of foreigners. All
'we ask is the open door policy. -
What has heroine of Portugal's
revolution?
Tel Ann,imtentis to abd,rate. It is
reported, but an far her actions have
been characterized by that same calm
deliberation, that marks the retire-
ment of Senators Platt and Depew.
het its not spend any more money
repairing mud roads. It's the•biggear
waste the county indulges.
POLITICA'. BLACKMAIL.
The political blackmailer is pre-
paring for his harvest season. Every
fellow, who has an advertising
scheme, will proceed to bold up the
candidates. Every unattractive -pro-
gram musehave his name on it, the
street corners will soon blossom with
gaudily decorated railroad time cards,
garnished about with the names ot
the various candidates.Ticket venders
will pursue the luckless nominee to
the verge of distraction. None of
these 'Detentes can .poseibly net, the
castirlate a Single votbecanne- he
and his oppobent stand in" the same
attitude toward It. He buys only be-
cause he fears incurring the enmity
of the solicitor by refuldaff.
It Is. this appareatlY threatening,
attitude of the, selleitor that maim
coaduCt blackmail, pure and sim-
ple, end the only hope Of the future
tn,
overburdened candidates will be
crowded beyond endurance. They
will be compelled to take a stand
against the Imposition, and then the
system of blackmail wiil be ended.
temporarily.
Whether we all realize it or not.
we have allowed customs to grow up
around our poiltical system that dis-
courage all except the hardened and
insensitive from following a political
career. We demand our best men for
office, and then abuse and mistreat
candidates, impugn their motives and
withhold from them that cnartty and
sympathy, which our understanding
of human nature causes us to extend
even to the criminal classes.
Unfortunately, it is true, that- we
have bred a class of self-seeking pol-
iticians, who see nothing in our free
institutions except a way to make a
living off their fellowmen. But we
have others, with aspirations to serve
their country and state and city, who
are ntoved by an honest love of poli-
tics and &lire -for glory. We have
others, whose patriotism might in-
dace them to make a s*crifice of per-
sonal affairs to serve the public, but
eho are not willing to sacrifice all
the comforts of life, bend to vicious
customs, accept highway robbery as
the test of their good fellowship and
generosity and general fitness for
orrice, and submit to unjust abuse.
The people must not expect that of a
man, who doesn't have to yield.
Because a man belongs to our par-
ty, or represents In politics interests
that aid our party to win, or is a
good fellow, we withhold ' criticism
and conceal his flagrant abuses of
power and neglect of dote, while, on
the other hand, without investigating
for ourselves, we accept as in some
measure true the villiflcation of men,
we know to be upright in private life,
and condemn their public conduct,
without acquainting ourselves with
facts at first hand.
Instead of candidates fitting on a
campaign smile and coming to us
to seek our votes, we should go to
the candidates, inquire of their fit-
ness and ability. When the voters
take a personal interest, especially in
their city goternniterd, lb Which they
ha-vv-mone".- eavetsted-,--enel- which
termlnes the kind of moral atmos-
phere in which their children wr:
grow up, we shall have the kind ot
candidates we desire, touch will
corn.. to light that is now concealed,
and tnieli Will he ,forgiven that is now
denounced.
There won't be any blackmail
then, either.
When the game bass, that has fed
fat on the minnows of the trucker.
swims out in deep water where the
sharks are, his sympathy for small fry
is touching.
Sociologists love to-study human
nature in the' Ghettoes and tene-
ments, and yet, there Is no creature
more interesting to us thau the so-
ciologist.
Wall street has experienced a re-
versal of form. it Is said, on account
of advance -copies of President Roose-
velt's speech' that fell into . their
hands, and it Is intimated that the
president will let up on "trust bait-
ing." We shall read that speech with
Interest, to learn whether President
Roosevelt has been frightened by
the trusts into back-tracking.
CUT OUT THE CRIME.
We accept moving pictures as one
of the most Innocent diversions ever
invented for the pleasure of the city
man, and lifelike representations of
scenes in remote parts of the world
and of public events are educational
in their nature: hut we do assert that
the .depiction Of life in the Paris
alums. for instance, wherein a wom-
an, sitting on a table drinking with a
man, nonchalantly shoots her foot
and hosiery across the man's lap. and
the revolting derails of a mtvider or
assault, are neither edifying to the
adu:t, nor particularly beneficial to
the adolescent mind. Cut out the
crime pictures, Mr. Moving Picture
Man,
Harriman said he had ' • •I -
quoted in saying that he • '---
to own all the ratites
we understood, there ai•
water" lines he wouldn't care about.
Peace delegates at The Hague need
worry • little about disarmament.
That is a side of the question tbat
Will regulate itself. In may bankrupt
a few European governments before
they Conte (0 terms on the subject,
but the burden is fast becoming too
heavy and a reduction of armament
is sure to follow the overburdening
of the matisea. Then, too, militarism
plays its part in hastening the eman:.
cipation of the European peoples,
•
Why is not some move made by the
city authorities to provide aidewalks
on both sides of Broadway from First
street to the wharfboat? The city
owns a stieet the full width and the
pedestrian travel warrants the Im-
provement.
•
A 'STRAW VOTE. -
Significant results were oblained
by the Chicago Tribune in .a recent
canvass of the editors of Republicans
newspapers in eleven middle western
states; Indiana. Michigan, Illinois,
Minnesota, Wisconsin. the two Da-
kotas, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and •
Nehraekas Of the whole number, 944
preferred Taft foe their presidential
candidate, and the Illinois and In-
dlaria papers, which support Canaan..
and Fairbanks: respectively, took him
for second choice. There were 184
for Hughes, as first choice, 159 for
Fairbanks and 19 for Knox, while
1-18 Madre Roosevelt again, and near-
ly everyone, escept those favoripg
Fairbanks, sump/tan the president's
*vet/ability. Rushes got 5ec, „tee u Ir'allbmerellime41191.41
TIM PADUCAH. EVENING SUN
tedce, indicating that after
Taft the greet middle west likes
Hoghej. Of course, there are other
sections to .be reckoned with in
choosing a presidential candidate,
but the attitude of the miltile west
press is signficant.
HUMOR FROM FRAN'E.
An astronomer who was much
smitten with the charms of a pretty
girl said to her;
"When I think of you. I am always
reminded of Venus."
"I would rather you thougtt of
Saturn."
"Why?"
"Because of the ring around it!"—
Rire.
Doctor (to patient's son-in-law) —
"She is extremely ill, but it is not a
question of moments."
Son-in-law--"How long will it be,
do you think?" •
.Doctor—"An hour, or an hour and
a half perhaps."
Son-in-law—"0, well, then I've got
time to have my lunch in peace at
any rate."—Nod
"There is one good way of discov-
ering if your cashiers are dishonest."
"And what is that'!"
"If they become extra industrious
all of a sudden, you may be sure that
they are on the point of robbing you"
—Pele Mel..
Mistress—"You may do my hair
now, Felicie.'•
"Yes, ma'am, which color will you
wear today?"
"Black. I'm going to a funeral."—
Nos Loisirs.
The summer visitors was discuss-
ing with his landlady the possibili-
ties of tine weather for the day and
went to the windo/ to look at the
weathercock.
"0." said the landlady. "there is
no good looking at that old thing. Ii
is so rickety that the least breath of
air blows it to and fro." —Bon Viv-
ant.
-welt loiewa-margese. --petkteew-
ed by a rich banker who was cOntinu-
idly consulting him about the corns
on his toes. After having been as-
sured that these were simply caused
by hilt wearing his boots too tight.
the surgeon one day made him re-
move his shoes and walk-about the
room barefoot. '
"Do they hurt you now " Ste ask-
ed the banker.
"No, not at all."
"Very well, then, you bad better
always go like that and then you
won't be obliged to consult me so of-
ten."—Nos Loisirs.
"How fearfully the mud sticks to
the motor wheels this weather."
"Yea, they actually rob the streets
of it."--Bon Vivant.
"That's an awfully old motor car
you have got there. You ought to do
away with it and get a new one."
"Don't abuse it, old chap. With
that old machine I ogee won a prize
of three millions."
"Three .mill4ons?"
"Yes, the day I ran off with my
wife."—Rire.
Mme. La Baronne (sell over 401
--"0, I daren't talk about my age
now. I am such a little way off the
thirties."
Mme. La Comteme—"Above or be-
low?--Sourire.
"Hullo, old fellow You are In
mourning. I have heard nothing
about it. How long have you been a
widower?"
"Since the death of my poor
—Nos Loisirs.
One way to put money lb circula-
tion is to take It to the race track.
eilewilneetalicwaMaseereldesedIFIlebeedi
•
• •
II Circuit Court.
Clay & Clay filed suit to recover
$500 damages from Will and Roy
Katterjohn for injury to Mrs. Laura
Reynolds In a runaway on the Cairo
road, caused by her horse becoming
frightened at an automobile driven
by Roy Katterjohn and owned by
Will Katterjohn. The plaintiff
claims to be permanently disabled
and claims damages to her horse and
bumgs.
W. A. Ward sued the Citizens' Life
insurance company for $500, claimed
to be due for commissions.
In Bukruptcy.
A schedule of liabilities and motets
of the Paducah Furniture Manufac-
turing company, which was forced
into bankruptcy several weeks ago,
was filed Saturday afternoon in Ref-
eree E. W. _Bagby's court. The _ as-
sets are liste,d at 9161,577.98 and
liabilities at $131.577.98. The suit
was brought by the heirs of George
Rock to ascertain the condition of
the business, in order that a settle-
ment may be effectedeJohn Rock has
been receiver of the cempany for
some time.
Orders made by Referee In Bank-
reptcy E. W. Bagb)* court today fol-
low:
Will Harris & company. of Murray,
an order directing Trustee L. W. Hol-
land to ray to L.C. Linn $2,090
The case is a peculiar one. Thf
firm of Will Harris & company wa,-.
composed of Will Harris and L. ('
Linn. The firm was insolvent. Mt
estate was converted for settlement
of firm debts, and exceeded the debt:
by 13,000.
An order was made ratifying the
sale of a farm for $804 to the-Bank
of (7arrsville in the case of J. F. Wat-
son, of LIvinipston county.
Deeds Flied.
Henry kagIert to Martin Poet and
orient. -prOpert y fife Tj2i.
J. W. Starr to Alonzo dtarr and
others, property in the county, $1
and other considerations.
Marriage Licensee.
N. M. Reeder to Rosa Tubbs.
Frank Glisson to Edna Duflot
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
nvery dome makes you leelbettee. Lan-so.
keeps post whole Issidei richt sold on the
money-boa phaa everymrsere. Price MI ors lc
STORK VERY. 11151'.
light of Eleven Births Were Tw ins
at Hillyerd, Neat- hip,ekane.
Spokane, Wash, Aug. 19 -Ti..
stork is working overtime in the town
of Hillyard, a suburb of Spokane
eight of the eleven birth certificates
received by the Spokane health de-
partment last week telling of twinx
1The record. for the last four years
would delight the heart of President
Roosevelt from the fact that in one
family, that ,pf Adolph Hilderbrandt
an emplose of the Northern Pacific
shops, there are now four twists
while several other families have two
and three pairs. Taking into consid
eratton that the death rate of Spo-
kane is less than 8 per cent and thht
twins are of almost common occur-
rence there is no reason why the su-
burb should ever suffer film arrested
lidevelopment, at least so far as pop-ulation is concerned.
FOREIGNERS SHUN U. Si, FARMS.
immigration Burette Unable to Solve
labor Problems.
Baltimore, Md., Aug. 19.--After a
fair test, the Maryland state bureau
of immigration finds its effortesto sup
ply the farmers of this state with la
borers by assisting immigrants on
• MONDAY, AUGUST 19.
Union Made Collars and Cuffs
With the Union Label on Tho..-ni
OUR Collars and Cuffs are made for us by one of the bestcollar manufacturers in the country. We believe that
there are no better collars or cuffs made or sold than our
kind- -certainly not at our price.
If there is a new thing out in a collar, or a late cut of
cuff---you'll find it here, as all the late styles are sent us as
soon•as they appear on the market.
If you have not been buying your collars and cuffs here,
we ask you to give ours a trial.
Collars 1-5c each, 2 for 25c; Cuffs 25c.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
DESBERGER'S
pAND EAO ERRj.dertlifiips, 323Broadway
NEW YORK CENTER
OF WIRE TROUBLE
((toncluded from First Page.)
••••
a waiting game on both sides The
companies claim to be in better
shape than on any preceding day,
while the officials of the union de-
clare that the telegraph companies
are hopelessly crippled The peace-
makers were making no progress In
any direction.
The general strike order issued
Friday by the union had apparently
no effect in this city either yesterday
or today. The Western Union today.
tlitinted that the pnly effect it had ex-
erted on the strike was to call out
seven men in twenty different states
;from which they had coroplete re-
turns. The number may IA slightly
- increased when every office in the
United States is heard from, but both
the Poop' and Western Union declare
that the order has not had the slight-
est effect in interfering with their
work.
No More Delay.
St Paul, Minn . Aug. 19.—"Sub-
ject to delay" is no longer wri enl
at rose messages addressed to Chic go
and New York in the Sit. Paul ace
of the Postal Telegraph company.
"We have direct wires working
with both cities," was the statement
made this morning, "and can -handle
the usual amount of business"
At the Western Union office it was
- declared that conditioas continued to
. improve.
• w satisfactory August F. Trappe. see. Cane of Violence,
retary of the bureau, spent three New Orleans. La.. Aug 19.—While
months of last winter In Europe, and several of the telegraph operator*
a succeeded in bringing 265 laborers who are still at Work have iieceived
here and placing them on Maryland intimations that they would be tonigh-
t,
farms. It is found, however, thatl) handled, only one case of violenceII
has so far occurred, the victim being
C. TV Summers, assistant manager of
the Western 1Thion's cotton exchange
office, who was assaulted on St.
Charles and Canal at II o'clock at
• night. He made a charge against• Fred Butler, who spent the night in
jail and will be vigorousli prosecuted
by the company.
a No Serious Inemereoleuce. 1
New York, Aug. 19.--Tlie Western
Union and the Postal 'Telegraph com-
panies reiterated tonight that they
we're'doing-sbutriness without serious
Inconvenience. The strikers, for their
part, still insieted that the situation
was aatisfactory. The press and
Ti other leased wire serviees they de-
fi
If you drop in to see
the high character of •
our clothes you will ap-
preciate more what this
sale means.
Nowhere i n season
could you find clothing
to equal ours at regular •
prices.
'Nowhere now can you
find clothing to equal it
at such a great reduc-
tion—one-thir i off all •
two and three piece
suits.
they do not remain long in the posi-
tions given them. The fact that farm
laborers do not receive even moder-
ately high pay in this state Is held to
be in a large measure responsible for
the failure of the plan.
dare, are fast reaching a normal
basis.
Hello Girls Quit.
Athens, 0., Aug. 10.—The entire
force of operators of the local Home
Telephone compafiy walked out yes-
terday. Linemen and 'bookkeepers
were pressed into service to relieve
the congestion. The girls had de-
manded higher wages. The manage-
ment claims it will have all placea
filled in a few days in spite of the
scarcity of help and will not take
hack any of the strikers.
Operator Aged Ten,
Ciellna. -Tex., Aug., 19.—fatty C.
Lh larlt, the; telegrnpleoperator end as-
sistant Station agent of the Friar.°
railread, at this place, is only 10
years old. He reeives a salary of $35
per month from the road. and Is 49n
the list of reglilar employes. Cellos
has a PcPulation of about 1,004i iseo-
pie and considerable bueineee Is
handled It Ode station,
Shirt Company at Troy Wilts,
Utica, N. Y., Aug 19 —Application
was made before VnIted States Court
Judge Day at Ndre Joh today for the
appointment of a receiver for Curtiss
Leggett & eonipany, manufacturers of
shirts and collars and cuffs, of Troy
A petition is filed by three Imp cred-
itors, who allege that the firm Is in-
solvent. The Abilities are plac
at $1,100S100. while the assets are
said to be nominally $2,0011,00,0
The company was, formed several
years ago by the contiolidetion of
other companies. It is said that the
stringency of the mimes- market has
cramped the company. The concern
employee shout 1,4480 operatives.
Britioth Invade Venezuela.
Georgetown. British Guiana, . Sat-
urday, Aug. 1'9.—Much excitement
hap been caused )iere by the Invasion
of Venezuelan territory by Captain
Calder', in the command of a small
frontier fore from British Guiana.
and the seizure of a ettantitys-of ha.
-(the tutu of this Witt tree lilted
for insulatinss wires. ete.l.whieh It is
alleged had been collected on EVitish
teTritoty.
ilevensfentbs of the 110'"I'le
who are looking for a &ape to live
should read your mi., wastd It Sot.
"help etienter
NEW l'oRk "BROKE."
City Has On Hand Only 1111,000,090
To Pay $4,000,000.
New York, Aug. 19.—Admisslon is
made today that the city of New
York is hard pressed to pay its bills,
due to the present tight money mar-
ket and a consequent inability to dis-
pose of city bonds.
• It is stated there is about )1,000,-
00(1 on hand to meet nearly $4,000,-
000 of pressing obligations.
linbonic Plague in Frisco.
Washington, Aug. 19.- -The Bu-
bonic plague has broken out in San
Francisco, and already one death has
resulted from it. The first intimation
of the plague was received Thursday
from San Francisco by the Marine
Hospital service, The telegram read:
-"Three eases and death; plague;
San Franeieeo. Diagnosis made clinic-
ally and by stained smears from
spleen ' ,and glands. No reasonable
doubt as to certainty of diagnosis of
cases seen and verified by Long in
conjunction with the health officials.
Cases found within two blocks of old
Chinatown."
Surgeon Austin telegraphs that
two foci had been discovered, that the
lorai board had disinfected •knowa
Infected buildings and proposed to
Institute a campaign against rats. He
said deaths in the c'ty had been vent'
fled and that a general disinfection
of suspected districts.would begin. .
Harriman Denies Interview.
Nee Y.brk, Aug. 19.--sE. H. Harri-
man telegraphs from San Franclisco
In referen,e to the interview with
him -which appeared in yesterday_
morning's Echo, Nevada State Jour-
nal, and which wile sent to the Asso-
ciated Press newspapers, denying ab-
solutely be made any such statement
as that credited to him to the effect
that he desired to own all or any part
of the railroads; nor did he say any-
thtne about his managing the rail-
roads for the government.
Mrs. Taft Worse,
Milbury. Maas., Aug. 19.—Mrs.
Taft, mother of the secretary of war,
Is worse today, her physician. Dr.
Church, says. She is afflicted With in-
flammation of the bladder. It, is net
said that there is immediate danger.
SOUND LOGIC.
August and September are two
months when one has to im....yery care-
ful about every coed-Rion -that makes
for good, or had health. The system
is‘uenally beginning to feel.the strain
of the hot summer months and the
different organs need hut very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal ill -
Ti
Good health is assured however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet,
The usual summer disorders—ma-
laria, general worn-Out, and run-
down, conditions,billousness, stomach
end bortel disorders of all kinds:
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very quickly, to the 00-
teopstthic- treatment, and have no
attending ill effects. Usually sett are
as ill from the customary medleal
proscriptions as frotp the Hines*, but,
ta,Deteopilthy you experience none of
this. Lot me tell you at any time of
the great' succeee I am having with
the treatment in Psduoah. shall re-
fer you to people you know well fer
the evidence, and who will tell you
lust what it has done for that*. _
DR. G. G. FROMM,
1 Proaciway, Cpstairs. Phone ling
+14.le
Alaska.
It was Charles Sumner who pre-
vented Alaska being lamed "Wei-
tussle," "American Siberia," "Zero
Island" or "Polario." Each of these
outlandish names had its champions,
but Mr. Sumner's advocacy of Alaska
prevailed. He said that the Peninsu-
lar 'elands were thus designated by
Capt. Cook, the word being translated
into "The Great Land." The original
spelling was Al-ay-es-ka. It is ap-
ropriate, tasteful ermine. No better
name could have been chosen for this
vast territory of gold and tee flaw-
son City and Circle City are not as
had as they might have been . Fortu-
nately, the former is on British soil
Juneau City is wrung. Dyes is fright-
ful. We must no longer leave the
naming of villages, towns and cities
to, gold busters—New York Press.
' Parachute Did Not Open.
New Haven, Conn., Aug 19.- An
error In estimating the distance from
the earth today cost Theodore A.
French, a young aeronaut, his life
through the failure of his parachnte
to open during a voyage at basin
Rock. French ascended inside a
Wooden cannon from which he was
to appear to he shot with his para-
chute. The ba:loon mounted upward
for 1,000 feet. and then fell raPidly.
The young aeronaut, unable to see
that the balloon bad deeceirded, pull-
ed the spring which precipitated him
into the air, and the parachute did
no haves time to open before the
youth struck a factory roof,' 400
feet below.
A Hunting Law,
A law passed by the Connecticut
legislature will make It necessary for
the hunter of birds and quadrupeds
in that state, to take out a license..
If the hunter is a bona fide resident
of-that state, he will have to pay $1
as a license fee and 10 cents for a
recording fee, while every citizen not
a resident of the state must pay $10
plus 25 cents, and aliens, whether
re:Went or non-resident, are to pay
$15 and an extra 25 cents. Viola-
tions of the act will make the vio-
lator liable to a fine of from $7 to
$.50. or imprisonment for not
ceeding thirty days, br both,
rx-
Vatiean Order (apace Stir.
Rome. Aug 19.—The vatican has
Issued an important communique
which is destined to' areuse wide-
spread_etweroversy. If affirms that
thrice who have interpreted, whether.
in thought or, action, the perpttg gen-
eral policy' towards Italy as implying
accord or confidence in any ministry
or political group, are strongly mis-
taken. It adds that the vatiean does
not need to chInge its policy, what-
ever attitude the Italian government
'chooses to 'assume.
Than Away From. Home.
A telephone message to Padueah
police - received this morning from
Benton authorities,' requested that a
lookout be' kept for Rif Pate, or Yale.-a 16-year-old boy, who had run away
from home.
The Eternal Question.
To live within one's salary
is hard—no one can dojiht it..
Ret tbeffers• no doubt. .*.twere harder,
To try "to live without it.
--September Stuart Set.
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Can be seen now in our
Juit 4e;tion
If you are going away or for any cause need a
new suit, let us show you our latest arrivals.
?few Ideas sin
Ze1t4, Zago, 'Combs, Xecitvear
Xciser txclu‘ire 4tq1e3.
latIMMINJWIllesenXIMM=111111111111
—For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
—Dr. Boyer residence phone 464:
office 175. 1,
--Dr. GE V, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. one 196.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun officio No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
--There will be an ice cream sup-
per at the Bellevlew church, three
miles out the Mayfield road, Thurs-
day night, for the benefit of the
church. Everybody invited,
—We give you better carriage and
--fie • -- betteremeeryttteearryfor • thee.rmtzmey ,nythanIs r
America. Fine carriages for special
°someone on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
--From November 15 to 3,0, a May-
a; recruiting station will be opened
in Paducah by Captain William M.
Leukart, chief master machinist, of
St. Louis, who hopes to enlist in the
two weeks fully 20 recruits.
--Kodaks from $1 •so $25. Some-
thing new In the line and all neces-
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
- Mr. James Greenbaum, former-
ly of the Wallerstein clothing estab-
lishment, but late of New York. has
returned to resume his old position.
--A new itlyle of cemetery vases
for cut flowers at Brututon's 529
Broadway.
—Have The Stan mailed to you or
any of your fiends getag away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as o:ten as -desired, and the
"rate is only 25c a mouth.
—Robert Nickels, of the Western
Union Telegraph company, suffered a
nevere cut in the rioht hand_ by the
bursting of a ooco Cola bottle in his
hand Sunday night.
—For the best and cheapest livery
rigs, ring 104, &tater phone. Cope-
land's stable, 419 Jeffersen streeL
--Cries of distress first supposed
to have come from some lost kitten.
attracted the attention of Edward
Jones, a farmer rending four mites
out on the Benton road. He arose
and found a four-months-old negro
girl at his door Pone Lieut. Tom
Potter was apprised of the foundlings
whereabouts, and asked to aid in
findine the parents.
—Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies. '
—Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and huntind trips, furnished,
with licensed emerator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113- -
-Three cars derailetrat Molienry
Station. 14 miles above Central City.
on the Louisville district of the Illi-
nois Central, ca-used a delay to all
trains on the division Saturday night.
Little damage was done other than
the delay.
--Place your orders tor wedtitsg
Invitation; at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
imuch lower than you will have'to
/pay elsewhere.
_.a,
1•
—A document, giving the Paducah
Traction company right of way to its
platted grounds west of Wallace
park was-tiled In county court. The
company gives the traction company
besides the right of way, $12,600 to
make the extension.
--Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just receiver. Breneon's, 529 Broad-
way. •
--The last summer outing of the
McCracken County Medical society
will be held Tuesday at Metropolis
(Landing. It is expected that the en-
tire city corps of physicians will at-
tend. An elaborate Program has
lateeo errankeds _and a Qjcnic dinner
will be served. Physicians are ex-
pected to bring their wive.
--Following are exemlnations or-
dered for this district by the United
States civil servirer commission: Ma-
rino engineer, die and tool maker,
oss iieptankistte Jo. mineral clerk, plenttet
and steamfitter, and, foreman mi-
t- haute. Septeather 18; Inspector's are
'extant (meta),. bureau of animal in-
dustry, department of agriculture,
September 6: local and, astaistant ip-
ppector of hull*. steamboat inspection
•rvice, St.ptetilbcr 11-12.
POWERS WiNT" t Ft'LL PARDON
If Taylor Is Not Protected—Talks
About Immunity Promises.
Georgetown, Ky.. Aug. 19.-- The
statement published relative to the
letter of Commonwealth's Attorney
Franklin to Governor Beckham, In
which the prosecutor asks the chief
executive to co-operate with him in
offering immunaLv to AV'S& Taylor:If
he will return to Kentucky to testify
in the Powers case, has caused the
famous prisoner to give out an inter-
view.
Powers doubts the power and au-
thority of the governor of the com-
monwealth to iguarantee protection to
Taylor while he is in Kentucky, and
suggests that as a meaus of afford-
ing tdle fugitive the pt•otectlon prom-
ised Governor Beckham guarantee to
grant hise /011 pardon if the prom-
ise is violated' by the Kentucky offl-
COM - - _
DKATH NOTICE.
Moller:—Atter a lingering Maces.
on Monday, August 19, 1907( at II:34
a. ne. John M. Moller. deafly beloved
husband of Oattitolis Moller (nee
Parker) and loving father of G. W.,
J. F., Herbert and Robert Moller. at
the age of All.
Funeral from fanilly reeide nee,
172t Broad street, on Wedneeday,
August 21, 1907, at 2 p. n,
and C r of Thanks.
I wish to thank all my neighbors
and friends who were so kind to us
during our recent bereavement, the
Linea, of my sisters and brothers and
the death of my brother Leslie Frey,
at 1107 Clay street.
WALTER FREY.
—Green Dale, son of Col. Bud
Dals.'of the New Richmond hotel, left
tbis morning for Clarksville, Tenn.,
to accept the position of local man-
ager of the•Western Union Telegraph
orupany.
•
--rcunty tax payers are paying up
pretty lively, and Sh.eitff Ogilvirs
ollIce presents a thrifty scene. A 10
per cent, penalty goes on September
AND SOCIAL EVENTS :-1f
PEORE
iN•e1•4tibT++1`1.1b4r4
Golf Tournament.
The first round of the golf tournae
ment was played at Wallace park
Saturday afternoon despite the rain.
The result was as follows:
C. F. Rieke and Wallace Well con-
tested and Well won with four up
and two to play. P. P. Decker beat J.
W. Keller with two up. Louis M.
Rieke beat Muscoe Burnett with two
up and one to play. James 'Campbell
beat W. A. Berry by default. J. T.
Donovau beV. H. C. Foss by default.
.J. Bleecker beat C. K. Wheeler
with four up and three to play. J. C.
rtterback beat H. S. Corbett by de-
fault. •
The next Match will be between
Wallace Weil and J: 1'; Donovan this,
afternoon at 4 o'clock. •
The prise is a loviog cup. The
names of the successful contestants
will be engraved on the cup, and he
who has his name the Most in six
months wins the cup. Cups will be
given semi-annually.
Quiet Wedding.
Mimi Ida Male Budke, of Mayfield
and Mr. Arthur Murray, a prominent
young brick contractor of this city.
were married last night at 10 o'clock
at the bride's home in Mayfield, by
the 'Rev. A, S. Pettie. Although the
wedding was somewhat of a surprise
to .their friends, still it was not
wholly unexpected. The wedding
was a quiet one with only the families
and intimate friends present. Mrs
John Murray and Miss Effie Murray,
of this city were present. After the
ceremony a supper was served at the
home of the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
Murray came to the city this morn-
will return to her home tomorrow
morning.
Mr. Clarence Knowles, iiesietant
superintendent of the water supply
for the Illinois Central, was in the
city yesterday visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Knowles, 415 Ken-
tucky avenue. Mr. Knowles left this
morning for DeKoven, and will re-
turn- this evening.
Mr. and Mre. terenk Moore left to-
day for Dawson Whims
Attorney .C. C. Grasshatn went to
Eddyville this morning on profes-
sional business.
Mr. Sam Givens went to Altona, on
Tennessee river, this morning to In-
spect timber.
Mr. Stephen. Pool went to Prince-
ton this morning on business.
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby
station this morning to look after his
mining interests.
Mr. Gus Veal will go to Mayfield
this afternoon on business.
Dr. H. G. Reynolds; went to Prince-
ton t.  his morning on professional bus-
Mr. George Rock, 224 North Sixth
street, visited Mends in Metropolis
yesterday. "
Major H. E. Vick, of the aLseouri
Military acedemy. of Mexico City,
Mo., left today for Cairo after a
business trip to the city in the inter-
est of the academy. During his stay
in the city he was the guest of Mr.
Frank Cheek, 314 North Sixth street.
Miss Polly Durrett, of 625 North
Seventh street, is vittittng Miss An-
nie Tomlinson, at Golconda.
Mrs. Young Taylor and daughter.
Annie, 420 Ohio street, are ill of ma-
larial fever at their home. They are
better today.
Mr. W. II. Ra,yzor, half brother to
Colonel Bud Dale, is in the eit) on a
visit. Mr. Raysor is a real estate
dealer at Hereford. Tex., and this is
his first visit to Kentucky.
Miss Bernice Miller. 410 South
Mg and will reside at 1250 South Sixth street, returned yesteiday front
Seventh street. The bride is a pretty Dixon Springs. She was accompanied
blond, and her many 'womanly qua'. home by her sister. Mrs. Clay G.
ides endear to-her friends. Mr. Mar- Lernon•
ray is prominently identified with Mr. Clarence Householder has re-
hostiles& interests in this city turned from a stay at Dixon Springs.
_ Xr-antlIttri_W.LG.
turned yesterday drone Dixon Springs.
Launch Party. Mr. Louie Nagel- tout family, elute
The following party went to Me-
tropolis yesterday in a gasoline
launch: Messrs. T. S. Mitchell, Carl
Smith
was
Puryear, Leonard Smith; S. F.
and J. Swain. A pleasant day
enjoyed by the party.
Will Go Camping.
The following party will leave
Thursday for Bayou Mille, where a
week's camping will be enjoyed: Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Edwards, Mr. and Mrs.
William Eades and children and
Misses Edna and Annie Eades. The
party will leave on the steamer Roy-
al, and a launch will be taken to be
used on the lake. An excellent time
Is anticipated.
Mrs. Charles Hughes, of Woodville,
who is ill of typhoid fever, is reported
better today.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Rutter arc
guests of Dr. and Mrs. E C Goodloe,
of Little Cypress today.
Mr. Marvell Voltam, of Bold Springs
Tenn., is the guest of Dr. anti Mrs
I C. Young, of Lone Oak.
air. and Mrs. Emmet Holt are vis-
iting relatives at Maxon Mills.
Mises Ethel Tooley, of Oakland City.
Ind.. who is visiting Mrs. G. Link
Shumaker, 1329 Kentucky avenue,
HE UNDERTOOK TOO MUCH.
.11151, •,
•
He undertook to teach her to skate backward-
1i4
lumbus. are visitieg the family Of
Mr. H. R. Robertson, of WCErt Trim-
ble street.
Miss Ruby Dunlap will leave today
for the Jamestown exposition.
J. G. Neuffer, assistant superin-
tendent of machinery, of the Illinois
Central, is expected in the city today
or tomorrow.
Mrs. E. R. Mills left Sungley for
New York and Chicago. •
H. Jeffres. manager of the Home
Telephone company, and Mrs. Jef-
frey left yesterday for a tea) through
southern Michigan and ' northern
Ohio. During Mr. Jeffrey's absence
District Manager M. S. Hosea will act
as manager.
Mr. Nathan left yesterday for Dix-
on Springs, 111.
The Rev. George W. Banks and the
Rev. J. W. Blackard left today for
Dawson Springs.
Miss Emelle, Anna and Bertha Un-
erath left today for Dawson Springs.
Mrs. Charles Rogt has returned
from a Own weeks' visit to Meitiphis
and Paragould, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Nagel, of 'Columbus,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. U. R. Rob-
ertson of 1251 Trimisle street.
Mr. L. D. Thretkeld, of Smithiand,
was In the city today on a business
trip.
Mr. W. V. Eaton has returned from
aa.business trip to Scottsville, where
he took depotations.
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Voris and lit-
tle daughter have returned from
Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs, Porter Adams have
arrived from Meridian, Missoand will
reside in this city at 326 North
Fourth street.
Judge W. A. Berry has returned
from Cincinnati, where he has been
on a edginess trip.
Mr. and Mrs. II, C. 21.0:
Broadway. are spending the week at
Dawson Springs.
Dr. C. R. Lightfoot has returned
from a visit to relatives at Hawes-
ville.
.Mr. Robert Hattie end family, of
Mound City, were visiting with Mr
and Mrs. Warren Garrett for a few
days. .miss Hazel Garrett accom-
panied them home this morning for a
three weeks' visit.
The Rev. J. M. Adams, of Metrop-
olis, and the Rev, C. P. Adams, of
Bowling Green. are the guests of Dr.
and Mrs. Edward Adams, of Florence
Station.
Mr. Albert Lawrence has returned,
from Maxon Mills, where be %/cited-
his mother yesterday.
Mrs. F. Z. Kimbraugh. of Maxon
Mills, was in the city today visiting
friends. $
The Misses Anstin returned to
their home in Waverly today, after
visiting Mrs. Thomas Oreenwell. of
Maxon Mills.
Miss Mildred %Vogt, of Memphis, Is
Visiting Miss Lucyette Soule, of North
Fifth street.
Mrs. William V. Green has re-
turned (rem a visit to her mother at
Union City, Tenn.
Mrs. LeslieSoule and daughters
Miss Lueyette Soule, have returned
from Memphir.
Mr. L. T. Polk. of the Mayfield
I Fall Races
...And..
ANNUAL 1101ISE. SNOW
Paducah, Ky.
Sept. 24th, 2:1t 26th and
27th
96,000 pongee and Premium*.
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road, left today for Dawson Springs
for a stay.
1 Miasma Amelia, Anna and BerthaUnrath, 801 South Fifth street, left
today for Dawson Springs for a ten
i days' stay.
i Mr. John W. Hughes returned tohis home in Sturgis today after aVisit to relatives in the city.
Miss Eunice Robertson, 722 Ken-
tucky avenue, will leave tomorrow
tor•Louisville for i visit to relatives
and friends.
Miss Carrie Baker, of llopkinevilie,
who has been visiting Miss Edna
Eades, 930 Jefferson street,
gaily for Murray, where she Si; ., s
for a week. Then she will return and,
visit here again before returning;
home.
Mr. Leslie Puryear, Tenth as ,'
Jefferson streets, left this afterne
for McKenzie, Tenn., where he e
resume his studies at the Mt:Ty te ,
institute.
Miss Mayne Lam, who has been
the guest of Mies Edna Eades, 9311
Jefferson street, returned to bet
home In -9reenville today. •
Miss Nell McKenzie returned 'to
her home in Dresden this afternoon.
after visiting the Misses MeGlathery,
of North Seventh street.
Miss Elizabeth Ferguson, of La
Center, passed through the city to-
day en route to Guthrie. She was ac-
companied by Miss James Ferguson.
who has been visiting her. Miss el' •
abeth Ferguson will be Miss Jail
Ferguson's guest for two weeks. I
Miss Dora Schneider. 817 Broad -
l
'
way, went to Louisville today on a
two weeks' reelt tu friends,
Mr. G. L. Robertson left today for
Louisville, the Jamestown exposits •
and other cities in the east before
turning.
The Rev. G. W. Banks and the
Rev. J. W. Blackard left today for
Dawson illprings for a short .ses.
Mr. F. Callahan arrived toil
Fulton on a visit to his da
Mrs. U. L. (Irogan, 1126 T
street.
Patrolman Henry Singer), .820
South Fifth street, has recovered
from his recent illness of malaria.,
able to re.su rife - lit - tie
on the Broadway beat today.
ITITr-Ditl, or Ranaama,
ill of typhoid fever at the residence
of Dr. B. T. Hall, 611 South Fourth
street
Mr. L. E. Dodd went to Bandana
yeeterday after a visit to his son
here.
Mrs. Henry Arena and Mrs. Lizzie
Quick left today for New York. the
Jamestown exposition anti other cIttes
In the east.
Colonel R. J. Barber left today at
noon for Princeton on a short visit.
Mrs. Jennie Burch and daughter,
Miss Lucile Burch, returned to Louis-
vlite today after a visit to Mrs. R.
A. Such. 1111 Monroe street.
Miss Oudia Read, retnnied to her
home in Owensboro today at noon.
after irdstit yTishitingMrers.,.tleff J. Read, 1339
South 
:111F3 Roma- bocs•Pr and Wig, Elsie.
Joe and George Loeser returned to
Terre Haute etoday after a visit to
friends here,
Mr. and Mr s A. B. Yates and
daughter. Aline. 611 North Sixth
street, returned today front Mem-
phis, after a viait to friends.
Mr. A. E. Boyd has returned from
Lowes after a visit to his mother.
Mrs.olL, E. Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. James Glauber have
gone to Elizabethtown to visit rela-
tives.
aids. Ed Miller and family, of
North, Fifth street, have returned
home after a several weks' stay In the
country.
Miss Lucy Belle Settle has return-
ed from a visit 11. Paragould. Ark.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes,
of the Tennessee division of the Illi-
nois Central, is in the city on busi-
ness,
Mrs. C. H. Thomas and children, of
Cairo, Ill., and Mr. Alex White. of
Nashville, are guests of Mrs. liattte
Meyers, 527 South Fourthstreet.
Mrs: Walter Frakes and 'daugh-
ters,' Mamie and Marie. 613 South
Fifth street, left today for Shawnee-
town, Ill., for a sevoral weeks' visit
I,) friends
A chain of bargains
this month at our store.
Don't miss our daily
advertisement—a saving
for your pocket every
time.
Light suits—the kind
that Mark Twain claims
makes the world bright-
er. The prices have
melted from $25 down
to
All two and three piece
suit's St g- discottrtt of 33!; -
per cent.
TP(Oso •
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
GOODandalEAP I
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
L WANT ADS.
arr—earr--r-4-4r.r.i—e 4
Subsoribers *necrotic oant ads in
The SIM Will kindly remember that
all %loch Heats are to he paid for
when the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to every one without excep tichmond House.g 
FOR EIN4)LION1 wood ring 2361.
MIT -CHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR RENT—Apartment in eti-2
North Sixth street. Geo. Rawleigh.
FOR beatiag Wad stovswood ring
437 PO Levin.
FOR SALE--225 feet picket fenc-
ing. Fifth and Clark. J. A. Gardner
CLEANING and prege.......g neatly
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
FURNISH 0()M fur rent -
408 WashingtePhone 25011. '
WANTED-Hand to work In dairy-.
Apply to C. M. Black, phone 245n.
FOR DRY WOOD. old pbone
2361.
COOK WANTED-227 South
Fourth street Chris Liebe!. _
COOK WANTR-6--Colored pre-
ferred. Both phones 415.
W., D. BROWN Concrete Contrac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof
work a specialty.. Phone 230.
FOR THE REST sandwiches. chile
and hot tamales. call i,i ill
South Third street.
bay feather bed
and feather pillowk. Address 433
Ciark. Old phone 317.
FOR RENT---Cottage Third and
Tennessee. Apply to H. A, Petter.
Phone 65.
- 'FOR SALE- -30 acres of fine -laid
near Eden's Hill. Address N, care
Bun.
FOUR -2 room -hrtx houses for sale.
Same to be moved off lot. Apply to
Mrs. M. Kahn.
FOR HICKORY" stove- wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
New Phone 763
r4::filtiMICIS-0111'-i•iiiTi7., •
how we teach hairdressing, manicur.
lug, facial massage, etc., in few
weeks, mailed ' free: Moler College,
St. Louis, Mo. •
JUST RIDCEIVED-•--1.000- pairs of
high-grade sample shoes. Regular
prices $1, $5 and $6 shoes. We of-
fer thee.' bargains at $2, $2.50 and
9:: per pair. Ben Klein, under New
Notice!
Bids will be received by the board
of education- on August 20, 1907, for
heating one 8-room building com-
plete, and one 8-room building, 4
rooms send 1 hall finished, plant to be
installed 'ergo enough to add to,
when other rooms are finished,
Separate bids are asked on hot ea-
ter heat, and hot air and ventilation
ContraOtors to furnish plans and
specifications for both systems. bids
to he sent to building committee,
Wm. Karnes, Chm., or J. E. Potter.
Pres.
Also; ,bids will be received on same
;date for plumbing on Jackson strest
and_McKlniey buildings, InformatIou
'can be had by applying to C. G. Kel-
ly, Chm. of committee.
I Mrs. Kate Bouten and son, IlleN
wtro have been yisitino Mrs. Bonten'e
mother, Mrs. & C. Cfrowet, 720 South
Sixth street have returned to Diet,
home in Carole Ill, /-
SISTER OF TOUNGERS.
Dies at litiloaaN city From injurlee
Received IR Accident,
KalitidS City. tug. 19 Mrs. Emma
Leash. sister of Cole. Jim and Bob
Younger, former members of the fa-
mous Jame% ho' a' band, died here to-
day front injuries received in a street
ear accident last night
Notice!
There will be a meeting of the
Building committee tomorrow night
at 7o30 o'clock for the purpose i
receiving bids for heating and pluoth
log to he dene in tne city schools
W. M. KARNES, Chm of ('oat
FOR SALE—Five year old driving ---Sotnetittieii every reader of this
mare, city broke. G. BFicklito 16111 paper will read item. me. Ai „o„.s
Clay. tint...atm. in ten, It depends on the ad.
CLOTHES cleaned' and pressed.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The Do W. F. Alvey has cone to Ella-
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone „bethtown it. visit 1.0„Fpniv,,s.
1016-a.
_
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad,
dies or repair at the Paducah Harneee
.and Saddle Co., you. are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
FOCND,--A-Wal-Ch-T Identify:1VA
number of -cage, rim and works and
bring restard. Ed Singleton, 719
.Tones 'et reef. _
FPR kENT—The barber shop oa
Seventh street opposite the court
house. Possession given at 01000.
Apply at Biederman's store
—147517-01:NT OR 14ALEe-Eleven
room house on Sotith-eixth street:tee-
tween Clark and Washington. Newly
painted and In good coliSTflon. Apply
to H. A. Pettey'.
FOR SALE Old fire brick; $10
per thoussed. Apply to Davis Havarti
at Old Iron Furnace, Third and Nor-
ton.
ÔR 
_
RENT—Two 'six room cot-
tage* 502 and 506 North Seventh
street. All modern conveniences.
Furttlahed if. ideetred Phone Me
, FOR RENT TO rk,a unfernished
rents $9, and ,one steal' house In
litectianiceburg $6. Ring 2255 or ap-
ply 1246 Broadway,
M1171s--'a-Our Illustrated catalogue
explains how ,we teach kwarber trade
to a few weeks free Molor
Baste r Colieee, Iseile, \to
Carpenters' Strike
is to be Settled
All friends of organized labor ran
help settle our strike by having their
work done by Union Carpenters o Ring
up new phone 1073 and get union
men. Don't encourage strike break-
RKAVIS.
GEORGE WATTS,
JOE ARTS, Committee,
C. E. KIDD 4 O. R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeon*
Office 600 nroadIv•v•
Both Phones
Office 11111, itesidentv hi
R. MILTON BOARD
°Mee. Columbia 'haggling.
With Dr. J. Q. Taylor.
Phones—Reeldenno Palmer Howse
• Office. Both phone* 47.
'lento-10 to 12: 4:30 40 A:30; '7
Seroday, 10 to 12_
ropy-right Int MS, by Robert Howard
44
Once
there was
a Youth
who tac-
kled the.
iii err-an -
tile Ca-
of him, and kept two atenographers
busy, and was jumping frotti4he Long-
Distance Phone to the Private Ofice
most of the Time. and chewing up 3 -
cent Cigars, and ill ,t her Ways giving
a correct Imitathm of a alio' who has
a large and ambitious Family nu
Hand.
He began to look Wild out of OwReasetie
Eyes said hail a severe Case of the
Jump,. but be hail postpone that
Rest for a little While. hec e atk no one
eine undersitotel all the Details of the
Busiiiess.
When the Iswtor hinted about Nerv-
Proatration lie seta titer he Was
reer at a •Mine Ti get the whole Orranizathate
dovvis to a
ayetetn, PIO
thilt
one else
could step
iu and run
it, after
wit!ela lie
C c Melt
to take a
V I a t• e in
t Couu-
try atiti
raise
C tekeas.
He told the
C it 1 c ken
Story. so
often h e
began to
believe It
himself.
In order
to itystem-
a t Ise the
Large Reeineas so flint he ceuld turn it
ever to settle one else stud then have
his VacatIen, he hegan to put In 16
hours a tiny, and lauded in the large
Corner Room. allit 'araineti Nurse.
patting lee in his Head and tete.-
pens, of Keeping House. him he would be all right In a Day
He thi _matt Met if he coula anuex s"-
good I.PokIng Tuttle veett I: rge. soul- tie had eitIcaer put in at one aide of
rui Nye,. aaa ,ak.„ a„ .",„raa,,„t awl ass Bed. and kept a Stenographer
keep a ;if!, then he welial le tiled for Windup to the Afternoon that be de-
terred this life.
It is said that when he went to his
very light
Steam!.
Illsehief
Am b I apt'
In I, t e
was et get
so, far
ahead of
the fame-
that he
could. af-
ford a
lace Cuta-
way Suit.
a swell
Derby for Sunday, and a 14 karat be
Beene met in a meseire Gold Baud.
He learned to embrace the Coutitry
Trade and talk 1i5 Words per Minute,
in that in a little wbile he hail au
Offer from an Oppositert cement
Wherenpon he said he hetet to leave,
but --and tbs Moos* stood tor an In- %ow, lee ALL RIFIRT is
grease. A DAT OR 60.
He came into the Cutaway and the
Ring, ana then lie found that he need-
ed a Spike-Tail and a Folding Rut and
I cape Coat. Ills tiled Raiment ear-
fled him right into Stasaietx, Ulla he
began to mist Gazellet that suttee)
him So he figured on the Probable Ex-
GEO. ADE S FABLES
The Galley Slave Who Was
Just About to, but
Never Did.
411 , !11.
,1T1 40'
Ale
1
it
,  ..„ .
4'
1
•:.%••
.....07b.- -
/11 &Aat IN o 1111
cUTAWAy.
So he wont sett ter mere Situate- terra
enerted the Bantelancia-- heel - ail 1174
Metter • - .letverthriv revved—v*3. artalval •
when be had his own Flat, nal' a
renteti Plane In the Front Reece and
tittles on the t'hairs. Before - the
Lease expired Pet dierovered that tire
Dining 'teem wau• loo small, and Im-
am to dream Dnetnis of it limise of
their Own In which thoy Nit IRA I.: The Chicken Ranch is al-
lain. So he rocked letek his culla and Yap' in the Future Tense.
took a freed Grip on the World of •
Trade, and boned like • Turk, making He'll Stick to His Pipe.
lalYments en the Hollee- He was One particular objection many ofgannIng to look roundethouldered, but the tuen patrons have to the bighe drank plenty of e"IT.' and u'ut4tett lpalatial hotels In the city Is that theytat Cigars awl heckled down.
He had It nIl planned to fake n 
gow alina smoke their favorite pipes lit
tite public halls without 'becomingRest es 110011 as he bad lifted the
the cynosure of all eyes.Mortgage. He sent so far am to 'teed -
out for Time-Tables and look at the "The other evening." said a guest
Pictures of People settee „round in at the St. Regis, "I sat down in one
Steamer Itailre enjoying the Sea Air. of the comfortable armchairs in the
He would have taken a nee. long hall to enjoy my old pipe that's been
Nati-atter), only he saw a Chance to my constant friend for the last seven
break into the Firm. Aeconlingly he rears. There were several people
went In !tele tip to his Eyes. lie
woted ne awake at Night casting up
his Liabilltket and roatputing interest
He talked to Wilma( on the Street. and
acted just the least Itit -loamy. Hitt he
was determined to seine the Iomt. and
then. as Keen as lie wits out of the
Weeds. he take a Trip and hate: h,d got it going comfortably, I no-on-tend Picture Galleries. tied that the guests near me beganFor Years he hall said that it WW1 a to melt away by ones and twos. un-
til .presently I was lett with a good
share of the hall to myself. Some of
them did not leave the hall altogeth-
(e. hut moved- to seats fartherestsoon as he had that Hundred Thetwand
raked „r t.-from me. Of course, I know what the
and ilea cause was. but L didn't care. In my
In tamale,. opinion, the man who smakes a pipe
then for a k a heap sight better than any dozen
quiet Spot men who smoke cigars and cigar-
near is els."
crime ter any one Matt to pile tip
more than else/ease As soon as he
went aksva that Figaire it was a Case
of teeing up Nights to count it. As
TOVRTIEN reset at Trims
IN FRONT 04' Ma,
-{rkewler4be -.TIM 'met -ter re crtertiat AT=
an4/31414.1. wale-proved terbe the- Became=
fig Angel.
ways in the Future Tenr.e.
"If yotfre the Recording Angel, get
tut your Rook:* wed the Rumness
den al Want you to take a few Let
set for me."
Body of
Water Ana
a Naphtha  
Launr ir
and the
free, open
1,1fr• of iii"
Goff Link,
To the
een
hire:Plante
Fell.) a-,
101,tem Se
ineteons in
One Lump
looks big
ger _ tlinn
the Union Statism, but the Man elle r•
lking gnawed by the Mazuma Bacillee
thinks he Is a t'auper unless he can
count up Seren Flgeres. He Is ntWaYN
Pitting up alonettele of Rockefeller and
Mergee, and he feels like a Piker sit-
ting in a stiff Poker Game with one
White Seel.
Jest about the time the Rosiness
Matt minted pp 5100.000 to the Great
he discovered that he needled NPVIO)
Pervaets Amend the House. And the
ateene (emitt tient downtown on a anti
.Afternoon muith mike $1,000 look like
a (.111( 11 of Smell change.
He set Ills Mark at One Million.
Then, when be had that. out to the
aelren Doll. He was going to be a
Gentleman Farmer.
Eriery (Vire latilldine on Earth is
enutreated with bellow-eyed Prisoners
whn ere planning to he Gentleman
Fitment About next Year or Year
after-away from the Healy thirty led
nothing to do eseept raise ('hickens'.
All of them hare Mese failekeit
Dreams. This litirtintese Men whom
We are derteribing even went so far
as to pick out the kital of Chiekens he
seas getup( to raise Plyneetta Rocks.
Its figured how man,' Egg* he could
g-st 'Nor flea: and snyertlmes, when thir
Ipsosti wan working vrell, be eAtinentert
that he could‘mtke the Place e•Af-aup-
porttog.
In the mean time he was humping
himself and eating Pepsin Tablets and
taking a nate wenethIng every Night
to tnnks• him Seep
The FlusLuses iiuiii dereloped no that
he lad fourteen Push-Buttons in front
The Evening Ste---inc. a week.
rIFIE PADMAR EVENING SUN.
HIS ONE LEG
tut num WITH EFFEre EVEN IN
HANDS OE POLICE..
Itinerant rainier Create« Ext•ittenent
at Illillojr• cement Paesengtar
Siatittit.
•
W. W. Hoskins, one legged itin-
erate printer; gave a marvelous
of coutortiou feats at theIlli-
nois 'Central station this morning
much to the amusement of a large
crowd of waiting passengers, and to 
named, were,lowa, Illinois. Nebraska.the chagrin of Patrolmen Cross and ,Missouri and Kansas. [awe con,Johnson, particularly the former. I
tinues her lohg maintained rank as"Say, show me a top," solletted the•first of the great col; states, pro-Hoekins, as he ambled up to Attor- 
dUcing over 373,275,0419 bushels
arY C. L. ca'aaabena Who Pointed out Texas produced more corn than anythelatatrolineu a short distance away. 
other southern state, the yield beingilosaine was under the influence of
drink. Taking Patrolrnau ('roes by
surprise he landed a Terry McGovern
upper cut, although somewhat awk-
wardly delivered by reasons of. a
handicap from crutches, on the pa-
trolman's jaw.
"Here, what do you mean?" Pa-
trolman Cross asked, startled beyond
action, lie reeovered before an an-
swer could be given, and seized Hos-
kins. Patrolman Johnson came to
the rescue, and taking crutches awoy
nom the cripple, carried hint kiek-
Mg to the far end of the platform to
await the coming of the patrol wagon
}tasking squirmed in an 'astonishing
manner, and while held high in the
air, landed a cork screw kick bn the
side of Patrolman Cross' head, which
sent his hat flying.
Night policemen several times trieal
to run Hoskin's from the depot Oat-
h, e When Patrolmen Cross and
Johnson . 'me on duty this morning
they renewee attempts, and had an-
gered Hoskins threatened as
ht was being hauled away to go back
and "haunt" Patrolman Cross, tell-
ing Into his ear thinge he would not
44he 44 haveative- -wee44 lenew. Aft tire
Moe- wenavett-eof lift-r-wom en -rind tart
stood about listening to lioeitine'
ravings.
1
Agricultural Wealth.
Both of On? Mind.
A fat Irish woman, hearing a num-
ber of bundles, entered a crowded
tramcar. The only semblance of a
seat she could find was a small space
at the right of a disagreeable youth.
Into this space sufficient only for an
Individual of ordinary size, the Irish
woman squeezed herself, much to
the annoyance of the youth. After a
moment or so the Irish woman pro-
duced a cheese sandwich, which she
proceeded to devour with every evi.
dance of relish. At this the youth
gave her a look of ineffable disgust
and drew the skirts of his free* coat
closer to him. "I suppose, me lad,"
good naturedly said he woman "Ott
ye'd pray-fer-r to have a gintleman
sitting near me, most of whom were -satin' alit to ye?" "I certainly
men, and one or two were smoking woeid," snapped the youngster. "So
(agars. and that made me a little tin- would I," calmly responded the fat
certain as to whether I should be person.—Philadelphia ingairer.
vIciating tin etiquettal rule of the
house. Not Vet. but Soon.
"I drew out my briar and after I Caller--"That's a nice little dog
you have, Tommy. I suppose he has
a faney pedigree?"
Torurny--"No'm: not yet. But I'm
goln' to build one for him as soon as
pay gives me the lumber."
Four orders from the orient have
to go to Manitoba because of the hi-
ability of the Pacific' coast mills to
pIi them, even at an advance.
Sometimes after a girl has fished
for a man and landed hint she
doesn't know how to get him oft the
hook
1_
WANTED!
te1 Young Wetland Women for positions of trust,
where-intelligent servrce will be teppreciated and
paid for—
Experienced Men and Women for positions re-
quiring ability and tact--
People of All Ages, of all talents, of ,Itrer,
ablities, for suitable lines of employment-
Used Things—such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument, Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, li'arks, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every k Ind—
Horse* and Carriages, trucks, bustt.tetss wegoLs,
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, autumn-
tales--
Beal Estate-lots, plots, arrea, leaseholds, equi-
ties, houseS, data, apartments, stores --
Instruction in painting, singing, the violin and
piano, abort-hand, accounting, correspondence,
language. dancing-- -
Places to Live -braises, apartments, furnished
rooms, boarding places where lire Is Interesting.
These are some of the thousands ,
of peo)de and thin& that are
"wanted" in this city ,jutt none,
and if you, cart arty of these
"wants"
INQUIRE ,OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
ipshington, C Aug 19 --The
agricultural year hook from the de-
pertinent of agriculture furnishee the
best information as to the great
wealth of the United Stales. Reprint-
ed from the year hook is a pamphlet
of statistics, crowded with figures
which show the seat of empire In
farm productions in the different
States
The corn crop or 19-06 amounted to
2,923,,824,585 bushels, or 46 per cent
Those states, ranking In the order
155,8%14;782 bushels, The new state
of Oklahoma, conceding the terri-
tories of iaklahoma and Indian Terri-
tory as admitted. produced 134,290,-
5o11 buahels. The southern state next
was Kenttteka. with 105.437•316
bushels; Tennetotee next with 86.42A,-
911) bushels. Oklahoma produced
three times as much corn as Alabama,
whose yield was 47,849.392 bushels.
The average farni'price of corn per
bushel ranged from 29 cenas in Ne-
braska to -85 cents In Arizong, while
the average price for the United
States was 41.2 •ente. The average
price is the conceit states was 57.2
cents: The highest average price per
bushel fn the last ten years was in
lout, when it web 60.5 -cents; the
lowest in 1597, when it was 26.3
cents.
Kansas ranked as first in wheat
production, with Neill Dakota. Min-
nesota, Nebraska and Indiana rank-
ing as named. These five &Wes pro-
duced 315,8117,819 bushels out of the
total for the United States Of 736.-
a60.970 bushels. or 42 9 per cent of
the whole. Oklahoma produced more
wheat than aux etherSOB them
-4.14-4140-hook5iss wronowt,
as much as Tennessee, which pro-
duced 10,592.725 bushels. Wheat
ranged in price—Chicago cash-- from
72% ao 75, cents. The year book
statistics, giving prices for the last
40 years, shows the highest price of
wheat was in 1567---ranging from
$1.26 to $1.40: The highest price in
the last ten years was In 1904, the
range being. $1.15, $1.22. Kansas,
the leading wheat state, produced
tl1,830,61-1 bushels, or almost four
times as much as Oklahoma, which
led -thasouthern states.
Frye states, Iowa, Illinois, Wiacon-
sin, Minnesota and Nebraska. pro-
duced one-half of the oats crops of
the tutted States-484.456.660 out
of a total of 96E94)4,522 bushels.
Five states produced 73 per rent of
the barley grown in the United
States. They were Minnesota, Cali-
fornia, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
North Dakota, their combined crop
being 131..426,420 out of 178,592,-
484 bushels.
Rye was most productive In Penn-
sylvania, four other states with her.
Michigan, Wisconsin, New York and
Nebraska, paodueing out of the total
for the country of 33,374,833 bushels
Ga per cent:a-or 24,796,487 bushels
Nearly all the buckwheat was
itrowu in five states, New York lead-
ing and Pennaylvaata. Michigan,
West Virginhiand Virginia following.
The fiva produced 12.297,328 bushels.
of S3 per cent of the whole, New
York and Pennsylvania produced to-
gether 10.897,4g8 bushels, or about
three-fourths of the buckwheat crop
of the United States
Tobacco and Potatoes.
New York was first in hay produc-
tion. with Iowa, Penneylvania, Ohio
Ind Michigen coming in the order
named. They produced 21,626,207
bushels, or 37 per cent of the total
crop- 51,145,95a tons. The average
fared price per ton of hay differed
widely In the states, the lowest being
T- at, in the two Dakotas to $17.40
per to In Connecticut,
New York also contributed morw
than any other state to the potato
clop, the fife states of New York.
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin
end Maine, producing 161.837,908
bushele, or 52 per cent of the entire
yountry's crop. There was a very
wide range of prima per bushel—
from 39 rents In. Wieconsin to $1.10
in Georgia and Florida. The average
for Tennessee-was 62 cents, and for
her neighbors direetjy south of her.
Alabama and Missilisippl, respectively
a3 and '87 cents.
Kentucky now raises more than
three times as much tebaeeo 'as any
other state, the yield of 1906 being
252.300,111)0 pounds: Ohio was next,
with 74,200,000; Virginia, 73,555,-
425; lkorth Carolina, 69,807,64at;
Wisconsig, 49.725.000. These five
states pratticed 519,588065 pounds.
or 76 per cent of the crap of the
United States. The other states which
had had orf considerable tebaeeo
productiote were: Pennsylvania, 35,-
7:. 11.nd4J ; Tennessee. "1,609,000a Con
FLOWERS
For bhautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
Will call and see you. Phone
Santana Brow for tne
And most complete Ole* -Ttt-
flowers and plants in the city,
Eros delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHMAtJS BROS.
Both Phone's 192.
•
neatest. 24,532.*00, Maryland, I • R.
724,000: Indiana, 1 10.91ata000.
Virginia dots not produce as much
tobacco as she did twenty-seven yew •
ago, when the tenth census gave he.
79,958.868 pounds. Kentucky's pro-
duction in 18S0 was 171,120.7144:
North Carolina's, 26,9-86,213/ Ohio's
34.735,235; Tennessee's, 28,365,0 -•
pounds.
In 1906 there were in the Unit,
States 19,716,583 horses. •Illine
had more horses than any other stat
with 1,575,0400. The states next 1
ceder were Iowa, with 1,3$0,a4u,
Texas, 4,227,641: Kansas, 1.068,751:
Nebrasint, 904,850. Oklahoma hs!
more horses than any other apothem
state, save Texas. Tennessee had
315,761, and Kentucky. 387,327'. The
arerage prlee per head in the United
States was $93.51, The loweet price
in any state was $41.in Arizona. said
the highest, $126. in South Carolina
Alabama bad laSeala horses, tht•
average value of which was $79.
Texas owned more mules than any
other state, having a631,4550. twit's
as muny as Missouri, which had .315,-
250. Next in their Order were Ten-
nessee evItb :75,730, Mississippi with
274,137 and Alabama with 231,75ae
The average price was $111.16, the
range being from $412 .in Utah to
$153 in Georgia. The New Kng
land states, according to these- statis-
tics, are void of mules. South Caro-
lina, Georgia. Miesiesippi and Ala-
bama are four states which have
more mules thau horses. The aver-
age price per horse in these four
states was 1103 23; the sverage per
mule was $130.50.
Scraps. •
WEEK'S EVENTS
POLITICAL SPORTING AND SO-
O AL AFFAIRS SCHEDULED.
Prince WirhelM of Germany, tamest at
Jameetoen aleposition—Taft's
Tone.
MONDAY, AUGUST 10.
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. ('all and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
livery led hinting kn.
INCORPORATED
•Feuelk Street and Krelecky beets.
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN=GRAAN NATIONAL BANK
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds •f hauling.
TEE FMK 499
^
A Wonderful Electrical Haiir•(•sid.
Genoa and Milan are to be connect-
ed by a marvelous eleetric railroad
83 miles -In length, which is to cost
547,000,000. The excessive cost of
it is owing to the nature of the coun-
try through which the line will pass.
It will require 19 tunnels, one of
which will be 13 miles long. There
gill be 372 bridges and the road will
tie eta returs lartata atifffite aTTO67Ts Fite
attalt:-Tb-e-ebstorfillTiel•lietraratrtititi
alone will b-r per mile. The
line will be double- tracked and there
will be no grade crossings. T'raIns
will consist of three cars, each accom-
modating Zd passengers. It is pro-
posed to run 24. trains a day, and it is
estimated that thtte daily traffic will
lx' 600 passengers. A very complete
sci -eta has 1. • •• arranged to take
Washington, D C Aug 19 —The
attention of the politieians during the
present week will be (entered chiefly
In the movements of Seeretare Taft
who is here on a speaking tour p-
liminary to his departure for I`,
Philippines. At Columbus, Ohio,
Is to make a speech tonight that is
expected to mark the termal opening
of his campaign for the presidency.
During the first three days of the
week Prince Wilhelm, second son of
the Crown Prince Gustav, of Sweden
will visit the Jamestown exposition
and will be an object of much social
attention. From Jamestown Prince
Wilhelm will go to Newport, stopping
at Oyster Bay, on the way to Pay his
respects to the presidenl.
President Roosevelt will go to Pro-
vineetown, Masse Tuesday to speak
at the laying of the cornerstone for a
monument to mark the first landing
'place of the Pilgrims.
The dire(•tors of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad are to hold a meeting
in New York Wednesday, when there
may be important developments in
the fight between the alarriman and
Fish interests for the ceilltrol of the
road. • •
The Republican campaign In Okla-
homa will be formally 'Mulched Sat-
tirday with a big rally at Oklahoma
City. Secretary Taft will be the plan-
, !pal speaker and the maeting will be
attended by all the Republican can-
didates for office In the new state.
Important among the eogventions
to be held during the week "rill be
these of the National Association of
Postmasters at Erie, Pa., the Knights
of Khorassen. at Colorado Springs,
Cole the National Fraternal Con-
gress, at Buffalo, the Anteriaan Insti-
tute of Bank Clerks, at Detroit. the
Natioual Association of Life nyder-
Writers at Toronto, and the Seventh
International ZoOlogIcal Congress, at
13oston.
The aunnal competitions et the Na-
'final Ride associalion .0111 begin
on the ranges at Camp Perry, Ohio
and continue through the week. '
Little Mosquito- Grecians, Buzzer'.
Your bill is frozen gig. Been nap-
ping in it rettigtortftor,
/It* 141attnit13-10; ts.ctil4c1
esirbanks.—Chicago News.
Living with a genius Is altogether
too much like, exposing one's self to
the direct rays of the noonday enn-.
ease gun want ads. for results,
care of the express and local traffic.
r.s well as the freidet of that section
of the country. The power will be
derived from a 24,000-horsepower
hydraulie generating plant.
_
Points of View.
A lady writer tells- us that the
Prime requisite to success with pout-
LsyAs pathesee. , A lIttle knowledge
or caryl- i
'
—Vaito§ee; out of
rr
_Clmt
te'gy, We itotld 
•
tilni
minster Gazette.
I don't understand, cried she, pet-
tidily, why it is you find itoker so
fascinating.
Ah! my dear, replied her husband.
a 3 the queens in the deck; they re-
mind me FO much of you.-- Philadel-
phia Pee-
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
533.134 N. Pourth Phohois 787
 anallillInnlingeMMIMMEMIIIIIM11111111
NV 1r Psix;.4•8. I. Rudy, P Puryear
Prealttant Asolotsnt Claahlor.
In& 
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
 tel
talaratal • ••••••.....-.:tr•Ireaslasssvrassr.-.•••...•-•-e.....1041,00.0
SurpIns   6111. MP • 80.004
atm kholders liability ..• ...,..... we • illat."4
Total etscurtry ss depomitore SM50,0041
Account, of individuals and Items 'pitched. We appreciate
aimed as well as large depoaltore and accord to all the maims
rearteous tzeatment.
Interest Paid on Time Denositos
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7TO 8 901DOCK.
ThircVand Broadway
Look at the Stamp on
pottled in Bond Whiskies
Voey frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
a
It nine 'summers old. The goy'.
* ment stamp will so indicate.
•
4
•
4
4t
• e 4••
MONDAY, AUGUST 19.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN- PAGE SEVIIIN.
Thai our Amertean rorests abound in
plants which possess the meet valuable
medialstal virtues is abundautly atteeted
by scores of the Moak eminent medical
writers and tauchere. Even the untu-
tored I nil i a tal had descoversd the Ube:ful-
l/OA of malty native plants before the
advent of Om white ram. This informs-
thee imparted freely to the %hip's. led
the latter to continue investigations um!i
to-day walleye & rich amortaieut of most,
valuable American medicinal roots.
• 4 4 4
Dr. Pierce believes that our American for-
ests a ci in most valuable medicinal roots
to the to f most.obstisate and fatal dir-
e if w properly investigate them;
of this conviction. Is•
pot 
itbrnres effwesu.sir he his "It jai er alitIcs1 
an
very. " w
ilMTM5r-1k...lal.-1d./.1Illall11_11.111111. tiler laLtroi"
"lint li,et!_ pail, burl n41_121(00; Apj.1 isks
cleanser knovi to_3,Ledical scienctc_ Cr3aPetc•
bia, or inameoleu. torpid liver.-runctional
and even valvular and other affections of
the heart 3-kid to its curative action. The
reason tche It cures these and many other
affections, is clearly shown In a little book
of extracts (runt the standard medical wet ks
which Is mailed frce to any address by Dr It.
V. Ptcree. of auffal0. N. Y.. to all seediest
reQUeat for the autne.
4 4 4
Not less marvelous. In (be unparelleled
cures it is (emaciate, making of women's
mini pecutta atfeetlOni. weaknesses aad
disteemene der meets. Is Dr. Pierce's
Eseortte remiss, is amply attested
by tbousa i testimonials con-
tributed by Out pa who have. been
rer4telinegfeemAzzhelatielgeneaNmen
per rr els ess. , A
s ernents ea s b Vil n Ice
Au ,..liiit ll U tii 14 Ti )eil NO a
after Liar). other .o.‘erl Sell Mt IC um and
pin sivians had tenni
••,:,_. --.-
Roth the above ',sentential hoslIcIrrei are
sletlly 1113,11.111, fr,m the aile..ri,.ex•racts of'
It•litt.  tnealichlel rk4d.t. Ttlt• or'- ..s Pus-
Wove(' in their manufacture set, . riftnid
with Iltr ('ii' %, and they lit,' ira,nr‘t -it Puy 
ehilleCI clAt.mt.os and 1.11•rineellos Willi it,
aid .4 •poaratus and apidond,s sivencili
odes reel 441.44tit, f,it: this ourtkee. 
Itt
Ii cities Orel) free trent aleohol and
a other banefei. habit-ferrules; drugs A
full list of their ingred.eht, Is printed on
42.0• WiatirwraPirmr.
--a- _
A Had State of Allialre.
Mother's at the seashore,
,
Sister's gone away;
1b.other Bill is catching perch,
Out there on the bay.
Every one is happy,
Having lots of fen;
'Cepting Dad, who never will
Get the dishes done.
Heaped up in the kitchen,
All the diebes stand;
all the common china,,,
A.ii_Ase Haviland..
)191,Atif.4..„bosli-,,iswAs...a. with..
Dad has used them all;
Now he's eating off the plates
Thatedecorato the wall.
Leather, mother, hurry,
Come back from the shore;
Dad can only find enough .
Plates for two meals more.
He is up modest it,
While you stay away,
Now he's eating breakfast food
From the large ash tray.
He will not wash the dishes-.-
Heplif a them in the sink;
it you cald only see them now, .
I wonder what you'd think.
Oh. hurry, mother, hurry,
Come back to us today, t
For fa.fher hasn't washed a dish
Since nrst you went away.
-Detroit Free Press. .
It is safer to judge a man by his
daily talk than by his Sunday pray-
trs.
LEE LINE STEAIIERS
Round trip excursion rates
front Paducah to Cincinnati,
St. Louis sue Memphis, which
ere as follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
return .. . $11.00
Fit. Louis .. 7.50
Memphis . 7.50
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
°bee Richmond Hovels.:
Telephone 66-R,
-
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook port, III.
safes $I a Day. Everything II It
art I. A. lactase Praprlairsse
-
It VA.NEAVILLE. PADUCAH AND
canto LIN111.
7ivalleVrilli as. Paillsteali Packets.
fIneorporatte42
' Ilt_lie_
ANIKC
(Dela Except Sunday.)
Reamers Joe Fowler and John II
Hopkins, loses Padecah for Evang
Ville and way landings at 11 a- m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return. $4.(,0_ Elegant mttaie on the
boat. Tabl • unsurpaiand.
INTIAM1131 Dior rosnAn
Leaves Pailuesh for °Afro and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharps, daily, **-
Dept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effoel from Paduerth to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table as-
&Orgasms(' .
Fler General Pass, Agent, or
Given fowler, City Paw Agent, ai
Yowler-era thaugh A 00's. elles
$io't Wee. Mo. III.
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
By CHARLES KLEIN.
4 Story of .elnotricato Life Novelised Ftom ths Play h
4RTHUR HOR'NBLOW.
COPYRIGHT, 1906, BY G. W. DILLINGHAM COMPOST.
- (Continued from last Lague.)
"So is the man who reverses the di-
vtne law and hates lila neighbor in-
'need of loving him," retorted Shirley.
She spoke more bohily, begiuniug to
feel more sure. of her ground, stud tit
umused her to tense in this way with
the man of millions. So far, one
thought, he had not got the best of tar.
She was fast becotning used to hitu,
and her tirsa feeling of intnuidation
was passing away.
"Unil" grunted Ryder. "You're a
curious girl. Upon um word you Inter-
est me!" He t esk the mass ut paper 
lying at his elbow and pushed them
over to her, "Here," he said, "I want
you to make a* clever a' book out of
this chaos as you did out of sour own
trunginaticen."
Shirley turned the papers co er mare
lessly.
"Sa you think your life is a good ex-
ample to follow?" she asked, with a
tinge of irony.
"Isn't It?" be demanded.
The girl looked hen square in the
face.
"Suppose." she said, "we all wauted
to follow it; suppose we all wanted to
be the richest, the most powerful per-
sonage in Gee world?" •
"Well, what then?" he delnanded.
"I thluk it would poatimile the .aa of
the brotherhood of tutus iudetliiitely,
don't you?"
"I never thought of it from that
point of view," admitted the billotualre.
"Really." he added, "you're an ea-
truordinary girl. Why, you cau't be
more than tweuty or so."
"I'M tweute-four or so." amiled.Shik-
-
Eritrett- *meet expended- is a broad
..He admired this girl's Must
and ready wit. He grew more mutable
and tried to gala her contidenee. In a
coaxing tone be staid:
"Come, where did you get those de-
tails? Take rue into your confidence."
"I have taken you into my confi-
dence," laughed Shirley, pointing' at her
book. "It teen you $1.50." Turning
over the papers be had .put before her,
she meld presently, "I don't know about
this."
"au don't think my life would make
good reading?" be asked. with some
aeperity.
"It might," she reptied slowly, as if
unwilling its commit herself as to its
eommercial or literary value. Tbeu
ehe mid frankly: "To tell yen the hon•
eat truth. I don't eoueider mere genius
in tummy malting Is sutlicient provoca-
tion for rushing into print. You see,
unless you come to a bad end, it would
have no moral."
Ignoring the Lot eery flattering in-
*intuition contained in this last speech,
the plutocrat eoteintied to urge her:
"You cau IMMO your own price It you
will do the work," he said. -Two,
three or even live thousand
It's only a fee- months,' work."
"Flee thousand dollarsr echoed
Shirley. -That's a lot of money."
Smiling, she added: "It appeals to my
commercial sense. But Pm afraid the
subject does not arouse my enthuslasfn
from an artistic standpoint."
Ryder seemed amused at the idea ue
any one hesitating to make $.1.000. He
knew that writers do me run across
such opportunities every day.
"1:pon may word:. lie sale, "I clon'i
know why Ian so anxious' to get you
to de the work. I suppose It's be-
camel you don't want he. 'You remind
me of my son. Abehe's a problem!"
Shiriey stnrted involuntarily when
Ryder mentioned his son. But he did
not notice it.
"Why, Is he winter" she asked, as if
only mildly-interested.
"Oh, he; I wish he were," said Ryder,
"Fallen in love with the wrong WO-
man. I suppoim," she said.
"Something of the sort. How dt1
you guess?' raked Ryder, surprised.
Shirley coughed to meet her ember-
ratemsent and replied indiffereutly:
"So ninny boys do that. Besides,"
she added, with a mischievous twinkle
her eyes, "I can hardly Imagine that
any woman would be be right one un-
testi you selected her yourself!"
Ryder made no answer. He folded
his arms and gaud at her. Who was
this Woman who knew him so well,
who could rend his inmost thoughts,
who never made a ruhitake? After a
sileuce he said:
"Do you know you say the ntrangest
things?"
"Truth is strange," replied Shirley
carelessly. "I don't suppose you hear
It very often."
"Not in that form," admitted Ryder.
Shirley, had tieken on to her lap
sonars of Um letters he had passed her
and Was perusing them one after an-
other.
"All these letters from Washington
consulting you on polltice and 'finance
-they won't interest the world."
"My secretary pieked them out." ex-
platelet! Ryder. "Tone artistic ,sense
will tell you what to use."
"IMO' your son still love this girl?
mean' the one you object to," inquired
Shirley. as she went on sorting the pa-
pers.
"Oh, no, he dries not rare for her any
more." answered Ryder hitetily.
"Yes, he dome lie still toren her,"
said Shirley positively.
"How do you know?" naked Ryder,
amazed.
"Vim tbe 'way you say he doeenn,"
retorted Rbirley.
Ryder gave his culler a leek in which
admiration was mingled with astonish-
:Lieut.
_ _ - • • - -
"You are right again," he mild. "The
Idiot does love the girl."
"Paean his heart:" said Shirley to her-
self. Aloud ehe said:
"I hope they'll both outwit you."
nyder laughed in spite of himself.
This y-oung w,d114111 certainly Interested
bins mont than any other he had ever
known,
don't think I ever wet 'kW elle
in my life quite like you.a he said.
"What's the objeetton to the girl?"
demanded Shirley.
"Enery obit...non. I don't went her
In my family.n
"Anything against her character?"
To better (enemal the keen interest
she v.,41‘ in the pereonal turn the con-
versation hail taken. Shirley pretended
to be inure busty than ever with the
papers.
"Yes-that is, 110--not that I ./know
of," replied Ryder. "Bute becanse a
woman has a Keret chunseter. that
doeen't neeessarily make her a desira-
ble match. does It?"
"It's a point in her favor, Isn't it?"
"Yes, het"- He hesitated as if un-
certain alint to any.
-You kticvr men Well, don't you. Mr.
Ryder?"
"I've met enough to know them pret-
ty well," he replied.
"Why don't you study women for a
t ban-se?" she asked "That would en
ithr..• you to tittderStolld u greet amity
things that I dwit think are quite clear
to you now."
Ryder lauehed good buimmedly. It
4eckles:1y a tweet Iseasistiou
has e some one lecturing [tins,
-I'M studying you," be said, "hut
don't -seem to mate much beadway.
A hi'üilialt1jkéoj -e•hMie maid Leet
Iipotted -hr thy affflhint baiIi Lie
gregt possiellities- great posilbilitiest.
Do you kuow you're the first It omen
I ever took Into-tag contlitetem-I mean
at sight?" Amen he fixed her wigs
that keen glauce in his business
life Ind taught hint how to read men.
He cuutinued: -lan acting on amp-
meat-nometaing I rarely do, but I
can't help it. I like you. upon tiny
soul I do, and I'm gulag to introduce'
yoti •te toy wile-my son"-
He beds the telephone from his desk
as if he were going to use it'.
"Wliat a commander In chief you
would have made-how natural It is
for you to commauill" exclaimed Shir-
ley In a burst of admiration that was
half real, pall mistaking. •"1 same:see
you •Iwtsyn tell people what they are
to do an I how they are to do it. You
re a (emu generul. You inow rv4.:
often thought that Napoleou and Cae-
ear anti Alexander must have been
great domestic leaders as well as im-
pede! rulers. I'm sure of It now.••
Ryder lirtentel to her in amazement.
He was not quite sure if she -were
making fun If him or not.
"Well, of all"- he began; then in-
terrupting himself he said amiably.
"Won't you do use the honor to meet
my family?'
Shirley smiled sweetly and bowed.
, "Thank you, Mr. Ryder. I will."
She rose from her seat and leaned
over the manuscripts to -cohceal the
satisfaction this promise of an Intro-
duction to the family circle gave her.
She was quick to see that It meant
more visits to the house and ether and
perhaps better opportunities to find the
objects of her meant. nyder lifted
the receiver of his telephone and talk-
ed to his secretary in another room,
wMie Shirley, who was sail standing,
continued examining the papers anti
letters,
"Is that you, Bagley? Whnt's that?
General, Dodge? Get rid of him. I
can't erse hint today. Tell him to come
towel-row. What'll! VW? Me son
1:1•;:o• the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol tor our trade. It Is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
alio burns without any of Its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chatlog dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist haudles it,
Roth Phones 754.
15c 3 pt, and bottle; to rebate
ggy ; for bottle, tonne
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10e rebate
for bottle.
35c 2 pt. and bottle: 100 rebate
for bottle.
•••11.111•00••••111. •
You Take No
Chances
Neither do we. We do not
deliver your medicine until
we Are satisfied that it is per-
fectly right in every detail.
A medicine made by us is
what the prescription calls
for, nothing more or less.
M cPH ER S ON'S
Drug:Store. •
wants to see me? Tell him to come to
the phone."
. At that instant Shirley gave a little
cry, which in ealu she tried to sup-
press. nyder looked up.
"What's the matter?" he demanded.
startled.
"Nothing. nothing!" she replied in a
hoarse whisper. "I prickeel myself
with a pin. Don't mind WV."
She had just come tiermot her fath-
er's missing letters, which had got
mixed pp. evidently without Ryder's
kfiowledge, in the mass of papers be
had handed her. Prepared as she was
to find the letters somewhere In the
house, she never dreamed that fate
would put them so easily and so quick-
ly into her hands; the suddenness of
their appearance and the sight of her
'father's familiar signature affected her
almost like a shot-h. Now she had
thear, %he must not let them go amain:
yet how could she keep them unob-
served? Could she conceal them?
Would he men them? She trim] to slip
them in her tseeen wbile Ryder was
busy at the phone, ('at he suddenly
&need in her dire-Mien aunt caught bar
eye. She ntitl held the letters in.her
Mind, st/litch-iihook from nervousness,
bat be -netlbe?f hbfbing and Went on
speaking through the phone: ,
"Hello, Jefferson, bey: You want to
see we. Can you wait MI I'm through?
I've got a lady here. Going away?
Nonsense! Determillel eh 7 Well, I
can't keep you here if you've made up
your allied. You want to say goodbye
Come up in about the utinntes, and I'll
Introduce you to a very Interesting per-
son."
Ile laughed and hung up the receiver.
Shirley was all unstrung, trying to
overcome the emotion wleleh her dis-
covery had caused her, and in a
strangely intend voter.. the result of
the nervous strain Om wits under, she
raid:
"Tots want me Menem here?"
She looked up front the letter,' she
was reading across to Ryder. Ntly) was
standing. watching her on the -ether
side of the (leek. Ile euttaht her glance
and, lumber 'o'er to tale some mann-
neript, he Said:
"Yes, I dcn't Ant these papere to
get"--
(To be continued in next Issue.)
SEA l'TIFTIL WOMEN
Plump heeks. flushed with the soft
glow of health .ttol a pure complexion.
Make all women beautiful. 'rake a
atnrill dose of Ilerfline after each mean:It will prevent renettpation and help
digest what you have eaten. Mrs. Wm.
di. Stroud, Midlothian. Tex., writes,
May 31, 1901: "We have used Her-
mitø in our family foe eight years, and
found It the best medicine we ever
used for ronshluation, bilious fever and
malaria." Sold by .1. TT. Oehlseblaeffei".
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley. • •
Dispersing Fog at Sea.
The fog-dispersing station proposed
by M. M. Dibos includes a very largo
Ruhmkorff coil, giving a spark of
about one meter, with "aprimary cur-
rent erotu accumulators or a dynamo.
CRIMINAL COURT
.4 4
TERM WILL BEGIN ox MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 2,
Only One elurder Case on Docket
and Nu Effort Is Made to Catch
Murderer.
September term of McCracken
criminal circuit court will convene at
the court house Monday, September
2, Judge W. M. Reed presiding, its
docket le lengthy, but not so in:.
esttag as former dockets, where s.
eral murder cases were limed.
this term only one murder rade
docketed, that against Stones.
Ferguson ter .killing Gus Morris by
staibbing him true Sunday night at
Eighth and Campbell streets. Fer-
guson is not before the coast.
The eases docketed follow.
Charles Snell, malicious striking:
George Alernan, malicioue cutting.
Emmett Shoffner, and Tom Lowery,
malicious etriking; Edward Yammer,
Harman Williams, obtaining money
by false pretenses'; Nettie Bechen-
bach, alias Irene Clemons, obtaining
money by false preienies; Will cud
Edward Martin, grand larceny; Hol
Billingsley, malicious striking; Wil-
liam Thompson, alias Will Jones,
bigamy; Allie Morton, grand larce-
ny; James P. elleeth, Charles 0.
Ripley and L. H. Stephen, appeal of
charge of Selling liquor on Sunday;
Ora Spencer, running nuisance in
shape of bawds. house; Tommy
Johnson, gambling; Clarence Fry, Al-
bert Jett, Robert Gross sad Waiter
Grimes, gambling; Tim Nilligam
grand larceny; Van Bankhead, malts-
Jou, shooting without wounding:
Gus Armstrong and Willie Wisely,
malirious cutting: Clyde Greenway.
malicious cutting; Chris Mohundro,
alias Will Mohundro, alias Bud Mo-
hundro, having carnal knowledge
with his sister-in-law, Doyle Brad-
ford, a girl under 1G years of age:
Dean_ DIM _larcvny of obligation .in
1111dA11.-
pi operty by false pretenses; Harry
Ph 1111ps. grand 1 areeny ; Hew let t
Jones, obtaining property by false
pretenses: Judge Bea:ley, obtaining
propnrty by false pretenses; Stone-
wall Ferguson, murder; R. L. Kelly,
and Cortez Kelly, breach of the
peace; John R. Thompson, unlawful-
ly working public highway; Herman
Mathis, cmcaping from Jail: Charles
Smith and Theodore Peters, appeal
of liquor case; Frank 3tevenson,
John Creme Alfred Henley, Sam
Healy, George Pool and Jame' Neely,
two charges against each foe gatab-
ling: Frank Stevenson, two charges
of gambling; Burnley Jones, unlaw-
fully injuring vegetables belonging
to another; Mason Kebbler, adultery:
May Shoemaker, nuisance in 'shape
of bawdy house; John Jordan, carry-
ing concealed weapon: Joe Waller,
runaing horse on public highway:
Harry Pike, Newt, Thomas, H. G.
Parks, breneh of the peace; Will Bo-
lin and Nicholas Gaines, escaping
from jail; Pat Lydon, furnishing
liquor to minor: Mrs Charles Averitt
nuisance in -shape of bawdy house:
Dora Blanchard, nuisance of the
same kind; John Hall. two- cases
charging with selling cocaine without
prescription at drug store, E. R. Ham
seek, two cases of selling liquor to
minor; Harry Allen, selling liquor to
minor; Frank Just, suffering gaming;
Allen Jackeon, Louis Smithers, James
Caldwell, Harry Smith and Jonas
Smith, gambling; Tom Holland, two
charges of furnishing liquor to
minor; John Hill. assault and battery
Lula Parish, bawdy house; Jack Ma-
Cann and Check Divilsou, gambling;
Brantley Boas, furnishing liquor to
In the primary circuit are a rotating nillior; Adolph and Lee Weil, South-
interrupter and a conductor, in par- ern Peanut company, and lillinois
allel. The current induced in the Central; nuisance; Hugh Boyle. Wm.
secondary circuit is converted fromlatitchell and Ida .Wleitesides, alt-alit-ranting into intermittent 'by two peal.
series of four Cooper Hewitt mercury-
vapor rectifiers, and  then passe e to DON'T BE ewe
den jars. with connected outer coat- Ever perform Its duties property. .3.
wAnitdhinlor%PacUhl.l
the Inner coating of two largo Ley- iiii„rrehr;nset. wwilitenmahkV
Pthaist
e0auslahni sEhl44.1.'rer Iftrhnlvi croltnest tioeningan:
lugs. From one jar a wire leads to k
earth. A wire from -the .other- -tbe a ndieerdered liver. I have found tier-
butteposit ivy- electrode -runs to the 1P' 
eontho 
the 
best medicine. for these
troubles, its
b
market. I have lined.ot an antenna mast, and there a
crown of paints scatters the electric
waves into the air. With such appa-
ratue clear sp-aces 300 to 4041 feet
across have been formed in dense fog
spaces would be useful in her-
'berg and on railways, but eery vessel
•at sea needs clearness for at least a!quarter of a mile In every direction.
--
"Everybody Should Know"
says C. G. Hays, a prominent business
man of Bluff. Mo., that Bucklen's Ar-
nica naive is the quickest and surest,
healing salve ever applied to a sore,
burn or wound, or to a case of piles.
I've used It and know What I'm talk-
, ing about." Guaranteed by ail drag-
"glints,
•t'ery Shnple.
Towne-Sleep well these sizzling
nights? e.
Subbs-LIke a top-never lose
wink. e
Towne-Great Scott! What do you
, take?
o Subb -An alarm clock to my room
eitid then set the alarm for half an
hour after T go to bed. As soon as It
rings I naturally roll over and go to
, sleep! --Brookly n Life.
It constantly. I ben. ve It to he the.
best medicine of its kind. and I wish
all sufferers from these troubles ti
know the gond ilerbine has done me."
Sold by J. II. Ot•hischlit„g•r, Lang Bros
anti C. 0. Ripley.
Portable Wireless Telegranhy,
A German engineer named Heln-
'eke' has invented a system of wire-
less telegraphy for short distance
service which can be transported fronl
point to point with remarkable ease
and rapidity. It is expected that the
system will come into general use in
cennection with the military recon-
noitring operations, numl landing
parties and other similar purposes
The transmitting and receiving'ap-
paratus ore ,both fitted in one shun,
ease, with a weight of approximately
40 pounds, which can thus be car-
ried on a man's back. The weight of
the pole for the wires and other ac-
ceseariee is approximately 140e4ounds
so that an entire station weighs ap-
proximately 140 pounds. A station
can be moved from place to place by
three men, and flee men are able to
erect It ready for use in eight min-
utes. -The cost. of a station is $1,-
600, and the range of comtauniee-
Hon about twenty-flve miles. -New
York Tribune,
How to keep a servant girl-Em-
11. WINSTEAD-- '11 1"441ilt from' Ina 'Wile, and •ploy a friend (If the polleemae on. the
Prespl Service is Te'eshent Orders. 
she tains -to deliver the goods.----chi.. beat
e •
ices° News.
, Mort men find it easier to take twoSeventh ;milli read way. 
The joke is usually on those who steps baekward than to take one for
marry at leisure and repent In haste. ward,
i 
se...
It always arouse!' more or less sus-
picion in a man's nand when he ex-
- ----
18 Tears' Success j Indorsed by Rubins Eta. Ineoreorated. Si00,000.00 Capital
/ /Buirs(NEss;29 Celleees is le States. 14014.be nsiue
PRACTICAL
.r la Preetephoc, yrtres .
Sale
lawn as the Umto-Date Business Schools 
' CATM0601
rosmoss SECURED or MONEY REFI'SDED FR EE
F RE E NTH. keekring, Ranking. to FTVE persons in each culltit), (1,•EhIng toA corns* IS Book• I neas English-, or iitustratiner YULE by MAIL
ISiggirol
ar.t
.. S bort 11 and, Pen• ;attend a business college, Wii0 s1.1 Si oncesuanseip, aritumetice 1eleglitehy. Letter ArLIP and send this notice (mentioning tblsWriting, Law, Mechanical Drawing, Rust.' paper) to Draughon's Practical Bus. ceeeee
PADUCAH, 314 BROADWAY;
or Evaneville, Memphis or Si. Louis,
AKE BREEZES mANIT0
Can be Enjoyed in Safe Detight
on use STEAL STLAhtSfill"
First-Class Only-Passongor Service, Exokisively,
4•-••,•--,, •..- ann.. Series. bad
Sal... Duluth &lad all intr„rst
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS T'''.*"1-"8"ft...St...I.
Ali et. tideta
bad Mnnt„e.
lOs. BEROLIKEIM, G. P. A. Monitor.' Steamship Co., eassers, er
N. F. CHURCH. a. P. A. Northers illirchraan Trans. Co.. Cakark.
4
OAST LINiE-
A!_itCKINA1:.]
Enjoy
the Delight
of a ake Trip
!).
at. ! !Tit .1 tid.le ,14'ai
1 1 -nor u-al
1
•-en OctEtS id.Lo-1
ISCSAM.0 1155,
0 C TIME TABLE
kft re [WE DIVISPON MACKINAC osvisiOteteem Dote dt . .10,30 P. V. 1.01.T4i•or, Mondays& netutden 9.30A. M.
Ante Cie. 533 AM, •1 ...toys A Thunders 4.00 P.M.C.... Cu.. •,•15.1 nay  10.1i P. M. 1...0•••ott Menders A "Sidsidess 3.00P. M.
AIM. Deo tsiy .  5.3C A. V. •W•dnanters Fneers 9.30 A. M.
Pen Tryon per wen ftetemasend Jane tin..
Tens benne Intent NW elenned swiss See sad Aoreat. Tres Is...Mk le ee tentet lee she 0.4 7. Liao will-v.0mM day wenn dady Seteneassenne P•001e6 •ant Tondo
And at • eat MHO, tar itialasairl raserldn. Anton L O. Levi., (3. P. A., Ninon
DIETRO T 4 CLIIIKLAND MAC. CO. rblaa it- Banal," si a- mks. • "
The lietitbst's Insane Pat it.1104,
-Dental Irtatment for the insane
Is rather different trope that for the
ordinary person," said a dentist who
attends to the teeth of the patients
in *4",4'ilki 1H- the etre` trisetterttense
!.ges ale shinw --be-reoft
to tooth extracting, beeseme the city
cantle pay for the tilling of Wefts.
When I do that the expense has to
be bOrne be some relative or friend
of the patient. I. go to four institu-
tions In al, and sometimes pull as
many as three or four hundred teeth
It, a wed:.
"Many of those whose teeth are
noubling them have no more idea
what is the matter with_them than
an animal would have. They go
around with their hands to their
ides's, but they cannot locate or do-
nne the pain. I examine their teeth.
and if out' looks as if it ought to
come out, why, I pull it. There are
some of the patients, of course, who
are only monomaniacs, and they are
as rational on the subject of their
teeth as aesixidy could be."
On account of the amount of prao-
Gee he has in tooth pulling this den-
tist is cOnsidered an expert in that
branch of the profession, and many
other dentists send • him the more
difficult cases for extraction that
come to them. He would- be quite
willing to dispense with this mark of
respect to his skill, but dodging It
seems to be a difficult task.--New
York Times.
inalitossies lid Home,
-South Carolina has a tract of
mound which it le preserving for the
southern chuldre of coining genera-
flows, mr the worernmet nt I; saving
ehliesset-Verassa foe tbotiP i -rnseeente-
ienelaselearowerwasfensenimus
S. fn
"I refer !o the former home of
John C. Calhoun. Calhoun's home
was a beautiful estate of 1,100 acres.
A part of the land is now occupied by
Cletnson (olleee, and the campus is
cne of the'latitest and most beautiful
of any college in America. The state
ban taken steps to preserve the Cal-
houn promaty abd In:Ines annual ay-
proprlationa for keeping the grounds
ame thi• old house and outbuildings
in order. It is a typical southern
mansion, with wide verandas. and
was the .;ef.rits of many a notable gath-
elem.; in the lift-time of Smith Caro-
lina's most beloved and famous
statesman,
"The Calhoun home is dear to the
hearts of Sala South Carolinans, for
we shall alsass loolt• with reverence
epon the memory of one or America's
greatest men, as Calhoun was utterer-
aally conceded to he."
:'ir.rer cry a* do children who are nu?-
' ClinelltP3M 3111 PAIN
feting I rit rn hitrig.' t Such is the.. CHUM)
'ef a: label' wee to•Y and are treated'far e nees, wtren they really are suf-
fering front hunger. 1.111.1 II causedfrom their fn4),I mud tering assimilatedhut devoured by worm*. A few dosesof White's er. tint Verrolfuge will causethem to e.-ASP' crying and begin tothrive at once. (Ls.. it a trial. Sold by
csehiseniaeger. Lang Bros and C.
How to reduce your gas bills--e0-
Spend your evenings at the neigh-1
Pleasant Surprise for Him. '
Ferninna' Citstorner-"What beau-
things you make of celluloid!NEW STATE HOTEL
eIKTROINaLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, prop
fewest and best hotel in the city
bates $2.00. Two large itattspi.
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Light*
the only centrally located Hotel le
he city, '411 MI
0()MME1RCLAL PA'f'RO NAGE RO-
LICITED.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL Ex-
_CURSION BULLETIN.
The following
are announced:
Louisville, Ky.
cursion, August
turning August
trip $2.50,
reduced rate
-Rp'sseial ex-
27. Good re-
29. Round
Jamestown, Va. -Eposi-
tion, April 19th to Noyember
:10th-15 dept.; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Filth .and
Broadway or 17nidti Depot.440,'
J, T. DON 0 VA N,
Act City Ticket CrtIce
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Dee.t
i Tommy-Paw, was Adam ever a
baby?
Mr. Tucker-lt seems not.
i Tommy-Well, how old was he
wheifThe wis born? ---Chicago Trib-
une.
When a man has occasion to de-
fend his actions he admits his weak
tines. - -
De you think you eoind make a pipe
/tut of it?"
Sitopman 'aghast) - 'Why madam,
don't yeti know-e" -
Feminine Cuetomer---"0. I don't
rare what it east*. I Want to give it
to no hush:Led for a birthday pres-
ent."
IA•t•is AND TENNESsEE
111‘"Eit PAt'KET Cit/MPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER,
STEINER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tenneseee River
Every Wednesday at I p. to,
I. W. WRIGHT.... ....... Master
fl'GENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company Is not responsible
br Invoice charges unless eolleced by
I the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu-
' tah to Waterloo. Fero for the round
$8.00 . Leaves Paducah every
zsednee lay at 4 U. m.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNCS
- wiTH Dr. King's
„News DiscoveryFoR noun's loran
AND Atliiiir.TH°ROVAND TUilleStEter.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.• • eallrOMIES11111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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BARGAIN
JOHN M. MOLLER
N WELL KNOWN lerrleve AND SAN-
ITARY tilelell'ER IS GONE. .
FARM
LANDS
An Undivided
Estate Must Be
Sold at Once
SITUATED within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 peo-
ple, having good
schools, churches,
rural -deliveries,. tele-
phone connections.*
' throughout the
county and a rich
surrounding territory
owned by well-to-do
farmers,*this farm
commends itself to
anyone seeking good
farm lands in a high-
class farming sec-
tion of beautiful
country With social
advantages. Tract
embraces 306 acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high
State of cultivation,
with the exception of
50 acres of timber.
One the place there is
one residence of
seven rooms, one
large-stock barn suf-
ficent to accommo-
date twenty head of
stock, besides spa-
cious- hay loft and
corn cribs, three ---
large tobacco barns,
three good tenant .
houses, fine well and
cistern, large or-
chard, vineyard,
plenty of stock water,
etc. The price will
be named.u—pon ap-
plication at thisoffice.
Now is the time to
see what the land will
produce. Telephone
127 or call at office.
ele. Warren Harper, of Sharp, Mar-
Klein comity, suecurulm To At-
tack of eleamieft.
Mr. John U. Moller, 55 years old,
saultary inspector, died this morning
at 1:34 o'clock- of general debility.
at his home, 1724 Broad street, after
a lingering Illness, although he had
been confined to his bee just one
%pelt. Mr. Metier was a native of
Bohemia, but - came to this counfry
when four years old with his parents.
He was reared in St. Louis, where
his sister. Mrs. Kate )(lobe/is, died
two months ago. He had Ilveden Pa-
ducah 30 years. Besides one brother,
George J. Moller, of St. Louis, he is
survived by hie wife and four sons:
George WeJohn F., Herbert and Rob-
ert Moller. His nephew A. Klobass.
of St Louis, came to attend the fun-
eral. The funeral will take place
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
the services being In charge of the
,74er of the. Golden Cross. Mr. Mot-
was a member in good standing
of the First Presbyterian church, but
in the &Demure of Dr. W. E. Clue. the
Rev. William Bourquin will offlciate.
The burial will be in Oak Grove ceui-
etery.
Mr. Warren Harper.
Mi Warren Harper. 62 years old,
died of comperattens resulting from
an attack of measles at his Mime at
Sharp, Marshall county. He is sur-
vived by several chtidren. one of
whom :s Mrs. Joseph Houser, South
Fourth street. Mr. Harper was one
of Marshall county's mest esteemed
eens.
NO PANIC
.e „.• •
FORMER SECRETtitl• tet' TREAS.
I itl SH AW ADVISES.
Reel seurees of People.% Wealth l'n-
teucheil ley Stick Market
tseiditione.
New York, Aug. 19.—Leslie M
Shaw, former secretary of the treasi-
ury. authorized the following inter-
view on the present finance& and in-
dustrial eonditions today:
"Our farms produce more than $6.-
500.0tio,011"e per annum, and the pros-
pect is good for an average crop. Our
mines yield more than $1,500,0iiii,-
one and our forests more- than $1.-
meeteitle100. And neither of these
eeircts of wealth has been exhausted
'I hi output of our factories. In other
lean food products, is $12,000,000,-
ollot. The railways earn more than
$2,000.4)00e00, and they are all in
successful operation. The pay roils
of our factories and railroads aggre-
gate
and the scale of wages has no been
approximately $3,7,00,00en,
reduced.
"In other words, the real sources
of the people's wealth have not yet
been affected and the ability of in-
dustrial concerns to pay dividends is
not measured by the market price of
their stocks. Logieal reasons for se-
rious conditions are therefore want-
ing . Pyschological reasons are not.
however, wanting anywhere.
''If 1 judge correctly, the people
will have exactly what they expect
If those who have money in the
banks withdraw it and lock it uP;
if the banks refuse to grant accommo
dations and if the consuming public
decline* to place orders, then we
will very soon witness the effects. Let
those who think that times of disas-
ter follow .each other if regular in-
tervals bear in mind that this coun-
try never, yet experienced a period of
severe depression that was not trace-
able to financial of economic agita-
tion
THREE LOSE 11.1eFei.
Two Fatally Hurt When .tuta.
Crairteei into Train.
• Great Barrington, Mass., Aug. 19.
--An automobile containing a party
of five persons froth Brhstol, Conn..
collided with the New-York-Pittsfield
express at Ashley Fails crossing near
here Sunday. Three of the motoring
party were killed and the other two
probaliy fatally injured. The dead:
Charles J. Root, 40 years old, an
automobile manufacturer of Bristol;
Mrs. Root, his mother; Miss Roberts,
sister of Mrs. Root; Miele Mary Root,
daughter of Charles J Root, was re-
Moved to the-hospital at Pittsfield,
where her condition was reported as
critical.
Miss Katherine Root, niece of Mrs.
Root, is suffering from internal in-
juries.
DIAMOND TRUI4T SCHEME
TO GIVE KING DIAMOND.
.lehannesburg, Aug. 19 --Premier
Bothaei proposition to presents the
great Culline diamond to King Ed-
ward is bitterly resented by the Boers
They declare they tete got walling to
tax themselves in order to buy a gem
worth millions from the dlaniond
-11.C.Hollin' *f' -• tre ., the tense they say, has bietisconcocting the scheme to have thegovernment buy the atone because It
I wie unable to sell It to any American
. millionaire.
GALLANTRY LOSES
ROY WEINER $10
.4 Fined That Amount This
Morning.
Charged With Cruelty to Animal, He
Wished to Shield ming
Woman.
row*: i01 UT PROt 'ENDINGS.
Roy Weaner, a swung man of exs
cellent appearance, was fined $10 and
no costs in the police court this
morning, charged with unmercifully
beating a horse. He was accompan-
ied by a young woman during the
drive, and he stated that the reason
he pleaded guilty was to present
bringing the young woman Into court
as a witness. He declared he was in-
nocent, but felt himself "up against
it." '
Police Judge Cross will turn all
proceeds from Huniaue society cases
into the coffers of the society, and
turned the $10 collected from
Weaner over this morning.
Will Harris, colored, charged with
going to James Rickman, a saloon
man on South Third street, and secur-
ing • plait)! and coat belonging to an-
other, claiming them his, was held
over. Harris is alleged to have dispos-
ed of the coat and pistol.
Other cases: Clyde Wood, drunk
and disorderly. $5 and costs; Riley
Pitman, drunk and disorderly, $5
and costs: Lonnie Hillis. druilk and
disorderly, continued; Oink Williams
colored, breach of ordinance. con-
tinued; Eva Johnson and Martha
Bell, colored, drunk and disorderly
3t) days in jail; F.rneet Brain and
Mary Barnes, colored, engaging in a
fight. $20 and costs each; John
Humphrey, drunk. dismissed; George
.asiaasite-TnrirWrTrite,
drunkenness, $1 and costs each.
George Cartwegbt. colored, con-
verting money to own use, continued;
Jake Bonds, petit larceny, continued;
James Poona. drunk and disorderly,
continued: Frank Chatman, colored.
drunk, $1 and costs; A:lie and Ade-
line Morton. Annie Toliver and Nan-
Me Gray.' co:ored, and Eliza Sweeney,
stealing bacon from the county jail.
warrant flied away.
• ••••••••••,•••••
RAILROAD NOTES
"There is more work In Paducah
shops today than we have ever had
in the history of the shops, at least
Rime I have been here, and that has
been for, many years," declared a
shop foreman this morning. There
was hust:e and bustle every-where and
work was being turned-out as fast as
possible. The shops are working fu::
forces in every department, anti rush
orders are forever coming in.
"Yes, we have more work than ev-
er before. I believe," stated anOther
foreman. "The locomotive depart-
ment is full to my certain knowledge,
as are the freight car repairing 'shops.
The boiler shops, and blacksmith
shops are working full forces, and we
have mote work than we can han-
dle."
Because of the tremendous in-
crease in freight traffic over the
Louisville, Nashville. and Memphis
districts, new engines have been or-
dered for the former division, to run
between Paducah and Central City.
They arrived this morning and are
larger than the 850 clans moguls.
They are numbers 906,907,908 and
SOL They will pull coal and ballast
trains.
Because of the heavy bnsiness in
the shops, are constantly
keeping an eye on Paducah and Mr.
. G. Neuffer, assistant superintend-
ent of machinery, is now in this ter-
ritory.
Trainmaster A. F. Page went up
the LotessIlle divisio not the Illinois
Central this morning on business.
Mr. Miley Clark, the Illinois Cen-
tral tether, and family, have return-
ed from 1111no:s lakes, where they
had been on a week's camping, ex-
pedition. They caught many fish
and had an excellent. outing.
Prospects for a settlement of the
pipe fitters' strike, which has been
on for three months on the Missouri
and Pacific and Iron Mountain roadie
this week are good. It is stated by Pa-
dumber's, who have witched the sit-
uation that the conference granted by
General Mtechanteal Superintendent
Smith, who had heretofore ignored
seekene will settle the strike. Sev-
eral -Paducah- men have relatiees
among strikers.
PEACE WILL
•
Taft, Ahe Peacemaker, Settles Differ-
ences Between Governments.
Washington. April 110.-r-Secretar)
Taft yesterday concluded an arrange-
ment with representatiVes of the gov-
ernments of the United States of Co-
lombia and Panama for the settle-
ment of the Wiles between these
countries and the United States grew-
ing out of the separation of Panama
and Colombia and the creation of the
canal sone. Secretary Taft has un-
dertaken these negotiations at the re-
quest of Secret,ary Root, becatiee of
ku.e faatillerity with Om oemeelen in-
volved.
• '—yolar advertising is the stipulate
test, TON stand or fall by it, Von grow
or tall by IL
•
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HOUSE OF LORDS
WILL BE Skil EMELT HANDLED
FOR CYNICAL ATTU' t DE.
English e011111114,11L% and Plaine indlig-
time Over Action of Upper
Hoard,
London, Aug.' 19.—The conduct of
the house of lords the past week has
further increased the feeling of bit-
terness and anger among the people,
and the leaders, of the liberal party
declare, If they are compelled to ap-
peal to the country against the lords
the)' will insist on a more drastic plan
of reform for the gilded chamber than
that the premier has already sug-
gested.
The lords seem to be agreed to
defy the commons and the will of the
people by emasculating all lemortant
reform measures !reseed by the com-
mons.
If the lords continue their cynical
policy it is probable that a general
election eau. not be avoided after an-
other seesion. The lords this week
destroyed by amendments the evicted
tenants bill for the relief of Ireland
and the criminal court appeal, en-
abling convicted people to appeal,
which is now impossible.
The lord's attack upon the estab-
ilehment of a court for criminal ap-
peal is deeply resented. The conduct
of the moblemen is welcomed by the
Socialist party, because It is rapidly
making the Workmen Socialists. If
the lords do not reform they may be
reformed out of existence if the So-
cialists get control of parliament.
which is not an impossibility.
PENSIoN PRINTERS is
PROP0SITIoN OE TYPOS
Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 19 -After
a week's session here the fifty-third
annual convention of the Internation
al Typographical union adjourned
atedi4Is rime arrdjlez"as thr 4nalosil"""it im-
portant feature of the entire conven-
tion- was the adoption of 'a resolution
appointing and referring to the sub-
ordinate unions the proposition to
levy an assessment to provide a pen-
sloe fund for disabled members over
sixty years-of age and who have been
members for not less than twenty
years.
ENGLAND IN1SIE1tEsTED.
In Secretary Tart's Plan for an In-
hesitance Tee.
' London, Aug. IL—Secretary
Taft's announcement that he favors a
federal Inheritance tax has aroused
much interest in Engind where a
'large proporton of the income of the
government la derived from such a
tax. Under five wills probated yester-
day, bequeathing 8/,600,004, the
government takes $740,0(10 as an in-
heritance tax.
TO CHECK MORMONS.
Senator Dubois Makes Appeal to the
Voters of Illinois.
Aurora, lie, Aug. 19.—Senator
Dubois of Idaho, this -afternoon ad-
dressed 3.000 people on the probabil-
ity of the spreading of Mormon po:it-
hal power to all parts--of the United
tSht ea it re s. 
influence
 He urged w 
with 
his colinegarerearss mteousen to
prevent the continuance of polyga-
mous marriages, which, be said, were
still made among Mormons.
Dead Near Scene of (time.
Covington, Tenn., Aug. 19.—With-
in a short distance of where his
crime was committed, near a cotton
pen in his own field, pursued by the
nemesis of his crime, and by his
neighbors, footsore and, perhaps
physically -exhausted, Joseph Brad-
shaw, who was accused of having
criminal's assaulted Mtge Mattie Bill-
ings, and pritruned her with corrosive
sublimate, took his own life. This
morning about 9 o'clock Messrs. Pink
Little and Andrew Jones, two eel-
:rue of district No, 2, discovered the
body of Bradshaw lying on the
ground. A great gash in his throat
and his open pocket-knife lying by
his side told the story of the manner
in which he met his death.
Hod (•arrieris' Union.
Local No. 2 will have a contest
this year for Goddese of Labor. Four
young ladles have been selected to
run. Just who will win will be left
to the public. Boxes will be placed
at some of our businese houses. All
persons who wish to vote for these
young ladies pay the proprietor 5
cents for two votes Voting places:
Pleas Wileyei grocery, South Tenth
street, Dr. Bedford's parlors. South
Seventh street, Dr. C. Merchants' drug
store, South Seventh street, J. W.
Cliirk's ice cream parlor, 726 North
Tenth street. Mrs. F. Jones' ice cream
parlor. 1121 West Harrison street
Names of the.young ladies are as. fol-
lows: Berdie Williams,' Bessie Stone,
Lorena Hale, Nepple Newbern. Vot-
lug commences August 20 to Sept. 1
Read The Sun for particulars.
Notice.
Bids will be received for any and
all kinds of privileges for teems day
celebration at Wallace perk teeptem-
be 2, 1907, by the Central Labor
• •P. --
All bids neizi he it the hands of
the c-s1rnra of Lite committee by
7 o'clock p m August 21, at the St.
Whole!) Hole'. R. U. MILES.
Chairman Committee.
RAISED BILL
The Sun Publishing Co.
boll Phones 358. 115 S. Third St
CRUM AtoRK RUT gFPECIIVE IN
s11' I N DLE CASE,
Woman I,, Said To Have enliflet4Ped
To liaising One Dollar
Rill.
Charged with passing a "raised
bill," Ed Scott and Jennie Clarke,
colored, were presented in the police
court this morning and their case con-
tinued for want of More witnesses.
Jim Jones, colored, residing at Third
and Harrison streets, claims that
Scott passed on him a $1 bill "rais-
ed" crudely to $5. By diligent work
Patrolmen Clark and Shelby worked
up a case against Jennie Clarke. Pa-
trolman Clark sweated her out of a
confession that she gave the bill •
Scott, telling him of Its nature, si,.
urging him to pass it. The work is
crudely performed, and can be de
tected at a glance. Government secret
service men have been apprised ot
the act, and are expected here daily.
A TRILBY IN REAL LIFE.
leressie Abbott Cannot laing Unlese Her
Sister is Present.
That she is a Trilby in real life--
drawing her inspiration from the
psychic bond existing between herself
and her twin sister, Jessie. whose
presence in the audience when she
sings is neceseary to her succeed—
was the remarkable) assertion frankly
made yesterday by Miss Bessie, Ab-
bott, one of Herr Conried's most fa-
mous donnas.
Miss Abbott's admission was all thy
more astonishing because of two an-
nouncements she was making. One
was that rumors that she was en-
gaged were trite. she jealeusly keep-
ing secret the identity of her be-
trothed; the, other was that as long
as she remained cron the stage her sloe
ter must never marry. This part of
her statementt was made on account
of recent reports that Jessiewas en-
gaged to James G. Blaine.
"I will never ruing again,' declared
the prima donna firmly, "if my sister
deserts me or allows her sympathies
to be directed in another channel
"From my first appearance on the
stage Jessie has always been In the
audience. Even if I did not see her
I knew that she -was there. I knew
she would help me whenever - there
came a difficult passage of which I
might be the least bit afraid
"I believe it Is thoTeeproper thing
,for nsInger to be a married woman,
for, without marriage she will not
get the necessary breadth of view:
but I don't want Jessie to get mar-
ried; My suCcess is half hers; without
her undivided -sympathy I can have
none at all."
The beautiful singer admitted that
she is to be married in the fall to a
young man whose name she will not
HAVE THE SUN
SENT TO YOU
ON YOUR VACATION.
- MAILED .FOR 25C
itte-MONVH.
--Now at the Kozy Theater I
The Great Baritone Singer and
Mandolin Player
MR. OLLIE MACK
Late of Babes in Toyland Co.
Monday and Tuesday, 19-20, Only
Lovers of good singing music, don't miss this
treat. The management has secured Mr. Mack to
fill these two dates at a big expense, so don't miss
it. Boy wonder will also, sing, including pictures.
5 Cents to All
Mr. Mack will, sing "You, You, You," "Good-
bye Sweetheart, Good-bye,' and others.
•
reveal until she retu.1 • IIJ
her from a trip across the ocean.
At the Metropolitan opera house
last season a pretty slip of a girl oc-
cuefed an inconspicuous place near
the stage when Abbott was to appear.
When Bessie Abbott was on the stage
she sat gazing at the singer, tier eyes
burning with' excitement, her face
rigid as marble, her hands clasper)
in front of her. She hung len every
note that was emitted by the singer,
and was all life and fire and purpose
until the singer left the stage, when
she sank back into her seat with a
sigh of exhaustion, amf remained
there with closed eyes until the Ab-
bott appeared again.
In appearance the sisters are much
alike, but In temperament quite dif-
ferent. Bessie is vivaeious. full of
life. epirits, energy and thirst for
achievement. Jessie-is quiet, 'abnor-
mally timid, shy and shrinking from
all contact with the world, Music
e ieee:0:1 that and the
nausleal *meccas of her sister. She
adheres relentlessly to her determi-
uatien, never again to appear In
"It is enough that Bessie is suc-
cessful," she says. "1 want her to
he great. When she is singing I think
and think, and somehow. I don't
knit)* how, I can't help knowing in
advance when anything is to be hard
for her. I feel and Ifttow when anyi
thing Is wrong, and then all my sym-
pathy for her goes out. Perhaps she
sees it in lay eyes."
-1-itieerurban Men in Mayfield.
. I3. H. Scott, J. F. Harth and
H. H. Loving, of Paducele Ky.. who
are large stockholders and officers in
the new electric railroad, to be built
from Mayfleld to Padueah, are in
May field todse,
roe Nue -taut ads. for results,
RACKET STORE
RATHER than wait we make the cut now. We want youth'have the benefit of these choice, high-class glove
bargains at a time when you can use them to good advantage.
Long Silk ()loves
It 2.5 Long Milanese Gloves in black, sizes 5%. 6 and 6 e
cut tee 75c
A few Long White Gloves in sizes it and 614,
cut front Dec to 
$1.23 Long Black Silk Gloves, size 54 only,cut to 
*1.25 Long White Silk Gloves, sizes ti}i and 7, . 79cwt _ . _ .. $.1.2.5 Long Brown Milanese Gloves, slits ti, flee, '7 and 74,cut to 89c...... .. ..
cat to$1.48 Long White Silk Gloves, sizes 5M, 6 and 64, 99c. .... 
11.50 Long Blank Sulk Moves In sizes 5%, 6, a% and 7,cut to , — S1.15
If interested call early Tuesday morning. 'There is only
a limited supply.
••••••
-.•=112111441.4..,rle
•
Purcell & Thompson
40.7 Broadway.
